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First they came for Ken Livingstone, Moshé Machover and Jackie Walker,
and I did not speak out Because I had a general election to fight.
Then they came for Marc Wadsworth, Tony Greenstein and Stan Keable,
and I did not speak out Because I am not black, Jewish or a Marxist.
Then they came for Chris Williamson,
and I did not speak out Because I did not want another breakaway.
Then they came for me and there was no-one left to speak for me
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Letters may have been
shortened because of
space. Some names
may have been changed

Republican exit

The latest twist in the political crisis
has seen the ‘magnificent seven’
Labour MPs forming their breakaway
grouping. Comparison has been made
with 1981 and the ‘Gang of Four’,
who left Labour to form the Social
Democratic Party. History seems to be
repeating itself, but this time something
is different.
The tectonic plates of the ‘Brexit
revolution’ are in motion. The English,
or Anglo-British, two-party system
is being overlaid by three shadow
‘parties’. Of course, Scotland and
Northern Ireland and to a lesser extent
Wales are in the same Westminster
system and yet work with a different
party dynamic.
The three shadow Brexit ‘parties’
in Westminster are Leave, Democratic
Remain and Remain. The seeds of the
Remain ‘party’ are now in the open as
an independent group. Their policies
are for another referendum with a
‘remain’ question, the condemnation
of Labour as an anti-Semitic party (ie,
support for a Zionist Israel) and total
opposition to Corbyn as Labour leader
and future PM. Of course, Corbyn is
not an anti-Semite. I condemn slanders
against him. I condemn the anti-Semitic
campaign against the Labour Party,
whose main motive is to undermine
and overthrow Corbyn by splitting the
Labour Party.
The Democratic Remain ‘party’
consists of those in favour of remaining
in the European Union, but who accept
the result of the 2016 referendum.
Acceptance does not mean ignoring
the gerrymandering by Cameron and
the Tories to exclude most EU residents
paying taxes and living in the UK.
Labour under Corbyn is leading the
Democratic Remain ‘party’. I would
urge all members of Corbyn’s Labour
to oppose any ‘repeat and remain’
referendum or any ‘remain’ question on
the ballot - at least until it is included in
a general election manifesto or there is
a significant change in public opinion.
Despite not being a member of
the Labour Party, I have nailed my
republican colours to the Democratic
Remain ‘party’ mast. Republicans
should go further and support a policy of
a democratic exit, which leads towards
a republican road. A democratic exit
accepts it was right to trigger article
50, whilst recognising that Northern
Ireland and Scotland voted to remain,
while England and Wales voted to leave
the EU. There was no mandate to leave
the single market or the customs union.
Supporters of a democratic exit
must take up cudgels for the right
of Northern Ireland and Scotland
to remain. They should demand
a ratification referendum on any
negotiated settlement with an extended
franchise. This should include all
resident EU citizens and 16-17-yearolds. But, far from defending the right
of the Scottish people to remain in
the EU, the Scottish National Party
capitulated. They settled for a British
unionist compromise, whereby all parts
of the UK remain in the single market
and the customs union.
This was a consequence of paying
too much attention to Westminster.
The SNP ‘sold out’ the majority vote
in Scotland. They failed to promise
the Scottish people a ratification
referendum on any deal coming from
the crown, regardless of whether the
UK parliament grants a UK-wide ‘yes’‘no’ referendum. The SNP failed to use
their majority in the Scottish parliament
to implement the right to ratify. Instead
they played the Westminster game by
supporting a repeat-remain referendum
and lining up with the Liberal

Democrats, the Greens, left Tories and
the Magnificent Seven party. They have
acted like British liberals, not Scottish
democrats.
As a regular reader of the Weekly
Worker, I can’t work out the current
tactics advocated by the CPGB. I
still see the CPGB as Pontius Pilate mixing his metaphors and casting a
plague on all houses. I don’t know if
you are backing a democratic ‘remain’
line, or the ‘remain’ line now being
advocated by the liberals. So far the
Weekly Worker seems incapable of
recognising the distinction between a
ratification ‘yes’-‘no’ referendum and a
repeat in-out referendum. Finally there
is no recognition by the CPGB of the
rights of the Irish and Scottish people to
remain in the EU.
Now there is another ‘latest twist’,
as Labour announces it is going to
support a second referendum. What
question will be on the ballot paper?
Apparently the choice will be May’s
deal or remain in the EU. This is a mad
question, which I oppose. So watch out
for another crisis in the making!
Steve Freeman
London

Hardship

What can a socialist see post-Brexit?
I can see hope coming from a struggle
that will plummet many into a more
unfavourable situation. Why, you ask,
is this a good thing? Well, as a nation
we have great disparity in wealth and
a growing number of people battling
below the poverty line, with workers’
rights dismantled by a government,
underpinned by big business.
And the EU has looked on, as many
countries fall into financial difficulty.
Spain, Italy Portugal - all have record
numbers of youth unemployment. In
fact the EU even inflicted hardship
onto people if they did not comply
with its etiquette. Greece’s attempt
at a true left government left them
bankrupt and once more in the hands of
Germany and the EU influences behind
them. To think the EU would prioritise
your needs over those of business is
ludicrous.
So where does that leave us?
Those of us who can afford an iPhone
contract, a 50-inch TV, a £5 pint and
whatever else we seem to class as a
‘necessity’ - well, it leaves us looking
rather nervous, and ultimately we are
the ones most fearful of Brexit. We are
the ones that will ultimately lose out.
There will be casualties from those
above us, but big business will just
charge more if necessary and ultimately
leave us to pay.
But ultimately we are truly deserving
of this fate. We live with these overthe-top
creature-comforts,
while
others struggle to feed themselves. We
worship those who have the opportunity
to consume more than us. We will step
over friends or colleagues to secure
any small pay increment dangled in
front of us. The cut-throat nature of the
current job market is not designed for
the overwhelming majority of people,
so is it no wonder that many end up
spiralling down the mental-health
rabbit hole - the workplace is awash
with anxiety and depression.
There is no doubt in my mind
that the ensuing economic downfall
will be passed on to those below.
It is feasible to suggest we will see
swathes of new faces turning up at
food banks. At this point we will have
a full understanding of how sick as a
society we have become. We will have
direct experience of struggle. We will
then have a reason to come together,
a reason not to judge and time to look
for a different outcome. Those voices
which are currently ignored and go
unnoticed will be listened to. Those
below the breadline will have more
power in numbers.
We will look for a new kind of
politics - one in which those at the

bottom are listened to once more.
Let those who evade taxation do
it elsewhere. Let those who do not
contribute to the people leave on a
one-way ticket. Let the country come
together and small business flourish
where big business used to bully those
around them. Let the Labour Party
return to its roots and oust those who
do not believe in a society where all are
included and where all basic needs are
met.
The only way a socialist left will
get in is if the public feel hardship in
a society where their backs are against
the wall. The youth have already
felt these pressures after growing up
through a never-ending austerity and
have helped boost the left’s stance
in modern politics. Hopefully Brexit
will speed up the process and end in a
quick resolution, in which the left once
more has the opportunity to rebuild the
country.
Richard Hill
email

Zionism

The Stand Up To Racism campaign, and
its supporters in the Socialist Workers
Party and trade unions, are for a third year
allowing racist organisations, such as the
Confederation of Friends of Israel and
Glasgow Friends of Israel, to participate
in their annual march through Glasgow.

Last year grassroots organisations
and campaigners united successfully to
stop the Zionists taking part in the march
despite the hostility of SUTR and the
passiveness of the ‘official’ Palestine
solidarity movement. We call on all
anti-racists to join us again this year to
stand in active opposition to SUTR’s
march with racists, on Saturday March
16, at 10.30am, in George Square. We
urge people to bring their friends and
families along too.
Individuals can sign the declaration
at tinyurl.com/zirsign to show their
opposition. Join us on the day if you
can. To add your group’s name to the
list of organisations and campaigns
supporting the protest please message
the ‘Zionism is Racism - Scotland
Stand Up!’ event page on Facebook at
tinyurl.com/zirevent.
Zionism is Racism
Glasgow

Anti-Semitism

As someone who has been involved,
on and off, in the Labour Party for the
last 41 years, I have never observed
any anti-Semitism. This includes
being active in Labour in Fenland,
Middlesbrough, Darlington, London
and Cardiff.
Those Blairite MPs who complain
about so-called ‘anti-Semitism’ in the
party are deliberately equating antiZionism with anti-Semitism. AntiZionists point to the treatment by the
Israeli government of the Palestinians
in Gaza and the West Bank. In the
lead-up to the foundation of the state
of Israel in 1948 nearly one million
Palestinians were evicted from what
is now Israel. The Israeli government
continues to refuse their descendants
the right to return, to live as full
citizens of the state of Israel.
The plight of the Palestinians today
is of concern to all socialists. What is
needed is a socialist Palestinian state
alongside a socialist Israel, as part of a
socialist federation of the Middle East.
John Smithee
Cambridgeshire

Targeted by GMB

I write about a civil liberties matter that
affects many people. At risk is anybody
who is in a trade union or political
party, is at school or university, works
in local government or the police - in
fact, anybody involved in any way with
any of the many bodies that adopted the
International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance definition of anti-Semitism.
If they criticise Israel as racist, they

may well be expelled or sacked. Now,
fair enough, anti-Semitism is bad, but I
urge you to consider if anti-Zionism is
the same thing. Someone who thinks it
is not is rabbi Ahron Cohen. He is one
of the 50% of Jews around the world
that do not support Israel. And people
are being suspended, expelled and
threatened with dismissal for criticising
that country.
I am a shop steward in the GMB,
and I am being expelled from the union
for criticising Israel (rabbi Cohen has
spoken up on my behalf). I am also
being investigated by Labour as an
anti-Semite for doing the same thing.
This came about because I have a
‘death-wish’ petition (tinyurl.com/
israelihra), where I declare to the
Labour national executive that “Israel
is a racist endeavour” and challenge
them to expel me if they think I am
anti-Semitic for saying as much - and I
ask other members to sign if they agree.
So far over 1,350 party members have
signed. My theory being that if we are
not anti-Semites, even though we’ve
breached the IHRA definition, then the
party should abandon the IHRA and
let us get back to the Oxford English
Dictionary definition, which served us
perfectly well, until the Israelis and the
IHRA started stirring things up a few
years ago.
It is becoming known that the IHRA
definition was developed with Israel in
order to scupper the boycott, divestment
and sanctions movement. As you
may have noticed, the Zionists have
been remarkably successful in getting
UK bodies to adopt it. Twenty-four
Palestinian trade unions and civic groups
wrote to the Labour Party on August 28,
stating that the IHRA definition was
“fraudulent and politicised”. Ignoring
their letter, Labour and the trade
unions went ahead and adopted it. It
was immediately used by Zionists to
launch a witch-hunt against Corbynistas
and those who criticise Israel, such as
myself.
Indeed, Israel pulls every UK
politician’s strings, as Al Jazeera’s
undercover investigation The lobby
shows. This film exposes how the
Jewish Labour Movement and Labour
Friends of Israel were funded through
the Israeli embassy to bring down
Labour politicians critical of Israel
and to undermine us at elections. In
September I complained to Labour’s
NEC that it was time to sever the JLM’s
100-year-old affiliation to the party.
Little did I know that one of those
39 NEC members I’d emailed was a
senior member of the JLM and a GMB
organiser. Rhea Wolfson, an avowed
Zionist and prospective parliamentary
candidate, was unhappy that I had
complained to the NEC about how
the JLM was affiliated to Labour, yet
working against it. My complaint was
dismissed by Zionists at HQ, but Ms
Wolfson used the GMB to get her
revenge upon me.
Please consider supporting me at
my appeal hearing at GMB Euston in
London on March 5. You can get more
info if you view my website at tinyurl.
com/labourihra, where you can email
me through the contact tab.
Pete Gregson
Edinburgh

Dropping bombs

Peter Gregson states: “Our planes
actually flew over Auschwitz in 1944;
we could have dropped food, leaflets
- anything” (Letters, February 14). I
surmise that the reason the British did
not do this is that the camp inmates
would have been shot for picking
up a leaflet and the food would have
gone straight to the SS guards. Also,
when one remembers that the losses
for bomber command were huge, such
an obscene idea would have been a
massive demoraliser. The RAF had
dropped millions of leaflets during the
‘phoney war’ - with no notable signs
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of any success except the inevitable
demoralisation of scarce aircrew.
Gregson asks why the Allies did not
broadcast the existence of the camps.
One feasible reason is that it would not
have fitted in with Allied propaganda
strategy, in that they would not have
been believed. This was a ‘blowback’
from World War I, when the horror
stories of babies being butchered on the
points of Hun bayonets was seen to be
entirely fictional after the war.
Gregson’s concerns are due to his
belief, based on a single source, that
the German people knew nothing of the
concentration camp apparatus. There
is some academic research on this, one
example being Daniel Goldhagen’s
Hitler’s willing executioners, but for
the purposes of this letter it is pertinent
to ask in terms of the long period the
camps were established, the public
round-ups that took place, the use of the
train system to transport the inmates and
the vast extent of the system, whether it
is conceivable that people did not know
of their existence.
In a brilliant non-sequitur Gregson
decides that the ‘guilt’ which
‘politicians’ feel over the holocaust
leads them to accept the IHRA
definition of anti-Semitism! Back in
the real world, I went to a funeral of a
Polish neighbour last year and it was the
first I have attended where prayers were
offered for bomber command. During
the chaos they created in Warsaw in
1943, my neighbour had managed to
escape, eventually reaching Britain.
The children of those who were in
Poland during the war told me that their
mums and dads always liked to hear the
roar of bombers, even though it might
very well mean their own demise.
What they wanted was the dropping of
bombs, not leaflets.
I don’t know whether Gregson
is anti-Semitic, as is alleged - the
parameters seem to be extraordinarily
wide nowadays - but his constant
references to the holocaust as a
primary explanatory factor for almost
everything seem at least to run the
risk of trivialising an event which is of
major historical significance.
Ted Hankin
email

Spurious

Maren Clarke claims in her letter
of February 21: “Moshé Machover
is wrong to assume that for Marx
exchange value is particular to
capitalism, while value is something
that transcends all economic systems
and all forms of labour.”
But this is not what I actually
said. What I did say in my letter
of February 14 was that Marx and
Engels applied the term, ‘exchangevalue’, exclusively to products that
are also commodities, while their
use of the bare term, ‘value’, was
perhaps inconsistent or ambiguous.
I did not mention ‘capitalism’ in this
context (nor did Marx use this term!).
Commodities existed under noncapitalist modes of production, and
Marx certainly attributed exchangevalue to those commodities.
Maren further alleges: “Machover
thinks only of production in his vision
of communism and the application of
value: he forgets about distribution
and consumption.” What I said,
quoting Engels, was that, for the
purpose of planning, communist
society will have to calculate the total
amount of labour required to produce
a given product. I should have
thought this is a truism. I differ from
Engels in using the term, ‘value’, for
this quantity, whereas he declines to
do so. I also remarked that Engels
underestimated the complexity of the
calculation needed to work out this
quantity for each type of product. I
said nothing more about communism.
Maren’s supposition about what
else I think and what I forget in my
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vision of communism is a piece of
utterly spurious mind-reading.
Moshé Machover
London

Dialectics

Dialectics starts with the whole;
‘science’ starts with the part. So if
you ignore 98% of ‘reality’ then
Newtonian mechanics is coherent and
you can repeatedly and safely land
on the moon. Newtonian mechanics
assumes space is a neutral container,
within which separate, identifiable
objects (planets, stars, spaceships)
move.
Einstein
conceived
space
differently - there are no ‘separate’
objects, but space itself moves - think
of an expanding balloon; two dots next
to each other ‘seem’ to independently
move apart ... Dialectics anyone? So
Newtonian mechanics can work in
isolated regions, but cannot explain
an expanding universe. Science
cannot distinguish the truth of these
demonstrable contradictions.
The difference between Newton and
Einstein is in their starting assumptions
(which are not scientifically testable) we start with ‘substance’ and through
‘contradictions’ we are forced (via
the materialism of Democritus) to
concepts of first ‘force’ and then
‘energy’- word concepts which are
mistaken for ‘things in themselves’.
The progress of science is
dialectical, though its contents rarely
are. The confusion comes in when we
assume that (bourgeois) metaphysics
is reality - that we are the timeless and
undeceived observer of an external
universe. From the viewpoint of
history (time), science is a dialogue
(dialectical) - from the viewpoint
of the bourgeois, ‘everlasting now’
is the one and only truth (dogma).
Dialectics then understands change
and self-amending process; science
understands the opposite stasis and
external unchanging law - the local,
not the whole.
So the truth of dialectics is not
universal (in the sense that the
world has an underlying structure or
substance available to the transparent
ego of the neutral observer: ie,
metaphysics) - it is perspectival,
including as its antithesis the moment
in time of the non-transparent, historyconstructed/implicated ‘observer’. The
concept of ‘energy’ is not timeless, but
rooted in the socio-economic-cultural
construction of the present.
So is value a law or an historically
contingent process?
Nick Elvidge
email

US threat

Hillel Ticktin in his ‘A convenient
enemy’ (February 21) writes: “As an
empire, the US needed an enemy who
was out to destroy it, to frighten its
own citizens into giving their support.”
As I’m sure Hillel is aware, the enemy
also provides an almost bottomless pit
of money for the arms manufacturers.
One of the greatest blows to these
people in the 20th century was the
end of World War II. How the money
was rolling in, as tanks, ships, planes,
bombs, boots … were rolling out. And
then it stopped.
But then there was the cold war.
The arms companies were keen to
point out that, as a global power, the
United States could not afford to be
caught by surprise again. America
needed to be ready for the next enemy,
whoever it was and wherever it came
from. The USSR, of course, was
big enough to fill the bill, especially
when China came onto the scene too.
In fact ‘the commies’ provided the
motivation for taxpayers to pour their
cash into the Pentagon to be disbursed
to Lockheed, Boeing, Raytheon and
all the rest of the parasites feeding off
the misery of the world.
The USA had its enemy and the
companies had a steady stream of

wars - and the politicians supplied
the frighteners when they seemed
to be needed. It’s hardly a secret
that virtually all the members of
Congress and the Senate are bought
and paid for, along with other elected
‘representatives’, both local and
national
But there must be few industries
and lobby groups with the history
and persistence of the arms dealers.
They carefully place their factories
and supply providers in every
congressional district, so that few
will speak out or vote against them
for fear of the loss of jobs to their
constituents. This is despite assorted
researchers showing that almost any
public expenditure - even tax cuts will provide more jobs than the arms
industry.
Trump
has
spoken
about
withdrawals, but one of his first
acts was to order a missile strike on
Syria - 59 Tomahawk cruise missiles
not surprisingly caused casualties,
but also cost around $93 million. He
followed this up with the ‘mother of
all bombs’ dropped on Afghanistan,
with unknown and disputed results.
The price too is disputed, with the
US airforce claiming $170,000 and
others suggesting 10 times more.
One might assume that all of these
munitions will need replacement.
Upgrading, replenishment of
stocks and in general pouring good
money after bad are all good for the
industry - but you can’t beat a war.
They have been raging pretty much
continuously for centuries now and
Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Yemen
and Libya are gifts that keep giving
and giving. Trump is now looking
eagerly at Iran and Venezuela, and
Netanyahu, Bolsonaro and Jeremy
Hunt are all onside. So what can
possibly go wrong?
Capitalism and the empire threaten
all life on earth - we need to get rid of
them both.
Jim Cook
Reading

Venezuela

The USA plans to invade and
then
systematically
dismantle
Venezuela, with the full and open
support of many other capitalist
states. This is disgustingly akin to
(or in fact way beyond) anything
the Zionist machinations and

associated antics of Israel could ever
contrive. Consequently, it requires
a differently styled response in
harness with wholly revamped levels
of activity.
This horrific scenario is now
shouting out for an entirely upgraded
comprehension from all of us,
surely? The time is long overdue
for the abandonment of any and all
‘compartmentalisation’ of things,
for the jettisoning of segmented
difference, when it comes to facing
down our filthy and barbaric global
elites!
If they fail to live up to these
new requirements, Marxists around
the world will remain in their role
as mere commentators upon the
atrociousness of capitalism. We are
destined simply to be wafted along
in the slipstream of its imperialist
control and oppression. In the
face of 21st-century capitalism’s
rampant deconstruction of its own
‘democratic’ methodology, anybody
who lays even the slightest claim
to being a socialist must engage in
a wholesale revamping of our ideas
and attitudes.
Some might suggest the time
has arrived for the constitution of a
1930s-style International Brigade
for Venezuela, risky as that may be,
given ‘anti-terrorist’ legislation, for
any supporters of an ‘illegitimated’
Maduro government. Such laws
would have to be either cautiously
outmanoeuvred or courageously
faced down.
Bruno Kretzschmar
email

Bad rubbish

The phrase, ‘Good riddance to bad
rubbish’, was used at the end of last
week by a very rightwing lady on
the Breitbart website - about the
Independent Group defectors. When
I pointed out it had just appeared
as a headline in the Weekly Worker
(February 21), she was most upset. She
wished she had used a different phrase,
as she ‘has no time’ for Marxists,
communists or ‘liberal socialists’.
Doesn’t she know that good
fascists, communists and racists
meet each other under the ‘rainbow
coalition’ (mostly red and ‘black’) of
Brexit?
Donald King
email

Fighting fund
D

What I call debate

espite some brilliant last-minute
donations, unfortunately we
just failed to reach our £1,750
fighting fund target for February.
Four
different
comrades
contributed £50 - CT wrote a cheque,
MN made a bank transfer and both
DG and JT came up with their
usual standing orders. The other SO
donors were SS and GT (£15) and
AR (£10), while VD chipped in via
PayPal with a useful £25. Finally a
second cheque (for £20) came our
way from comrade BD, who writes:
“Last week’s was one of the best
issues I can remember. That’s what
I call debate!”
And, of course, debate is
essential, because it’s the only way
we can arrive at agreement on what
needs to be done and how. That’s
why it’s prioritised by the Weekly
Worker, both on our letters pages
and in full-blown articles.
Unlike some other left
newspapers, we rely entirely on
our readers and supporters to make
sure we come out every week.
Take L’Humanité, for instance, the
French Communist Party daily.
According to the Morning Star, it’s

“fighting for its survival”, because
the ministry of culture has reduced
its “subsidies”. Would you believe
it? In 2016 L’Humanité received
€2.6 million in “state support”.
Apparently the Parti Communiste
Français had actually campaigned
for such subsidies.
And, unlike the PCF, we know
that state financing always comes
at a huge cost. We are proud that we
don’t get a penny from such sources
in any form - in that way we can
ensure our total independence and
freedom to write exactly what we
believe and not hold back on any
form of debate.
Anyway, the total donations
this week came to £285, so we end
February with £1,685 received for
the fighting fund - that’s £90 we
need to make up next month. Well,
at least March has three more days
for us to get there! Please do your
best to help us make sure we do it l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

London Communist Forum

Sunday March 3, 5pm: Weekly political report from CPGB
Provisional Central Committee, followed by open discussion and
reading group: study of August Nimtz’s Lenin’s electoral strategy
from 1907 to the October Revolution of 1917. This meeting: chapter 2
(continued): ‘The duma convenes: Results of the elections’.
Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road, London WC1.
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk.

Radical Anthropology Group

Tuesday March 5, 6.30pm: Series of talks on social and biological
anthropology, Daryll Forde seminar room, Anthropology Building,
14 Taviton Street, off Gordon Square, London WC1.
This meeting: ‘Against nature? Homosexuality and evolution’.
Speaker: Volker Sommer.
Organised by Radical Anthropology Group:
http://radicalanthropologygroup.org.

Divest for Justice

Saturday March 2, 9am to 6.30pm: Student conference, Resource for
London, 356 Holloway Road, London N7. Build powerful divestment
campaigns to end your university’s investments in wrecking the
climate, Israeli apartheid and the arms industry. Entrance £9.12 (£4.85).
Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign and People & Planet:
www.facebook.com/events/352255422223287.

¡No Pasaran!

Saturday March 2, 9.30am to 5pm: International conference,
Bloomsbury Central, 235 Shaftesbury Avenue, London WC2. Join
activists from across Europe, organising to confront the rise of the far
right. Speakers include Diane Abbott MP and Tariq Ali. Tickets £5 (£0).
Organised by Transform UK: https://prruk.org/category/events.

Bargain books

Saturday March 2, 11am to 3pm: Book sale, Marx Memorial Library,
37a Clerkenwell Green, London EC1.
Organised by Marx Memorial Library:
www.facebook.com/events/965524920309298.

Britain is broken - we can’t afford the Tories

Events in the People’s Assembly nationwide speaking tour:
Saturday March 2, 2pm: Rally, Castle Square, Haverfordwest SA61.
www.facebook.com/events/235759427376099.
Saturday March 2, 1.30pm: Rally, Friends Meeting House,
12 Jesus Lane, Cambridge CB5.
www.facebook.com/events/1942011995907270.
Tuesday March 12, 7pm: Public meeting, Newcastle Arts Centre,
67 Westgate Road, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1.
www.facebook.com/events/537454593441113.
Thursday March 14, 7pm: Public meeting, Eric Learie Constantine
Centre, 43-47 Dudden Hill Lane, London NW10.
www.facebook.com/events/259096488339852.
Wednesday April 3, 7.30pm: Rally, St Peter’s Church, St Peter’s
Square, Nottingham NG1.
www.facebook.com/events/827486840939543.

No to union expulsion

Tuesday March 5, 10.30am: Picket, GMB national office, 22
Stephenson Way, Euston, London NW11. Solidarity with shop steward
Pete Gregson, falsely accused of anti-Semitism and facing expulsion
from the GMB for stating that Israel is a racist endeavour.
Organised by Kids Not Suits:
www.kidsnotsuits.com/rally-at-gmb-appeal-for-shop-steward.

Blacklisted workers fighting for justice

Wednesday March 6, 5pm: Meeting, Houses of Parliament, London
SW1. Marking the 10th anniversary of the blacklist being exposed.
Hosted by MPs John McDonnell and Chris Stephens.
Organised by Blacklist Support Group:
www.facebook.com/events/1060870900781324.

Campaign for Labour Party Democracy

Saturday March 9, 11.30am: AGM, Council House, Victoria Square,
Birmingham BM1. To decide the CLPD’s tactics and strategy for the
forthcoming year. Entrance £3 in advance, £5 on the day (£2).
Organised by CLPD: www.clpd.org.uk.

Stop the September 2019 London arms fair

Saturday March 9, 10am to Sunday March 10, 4.30pm: Workshops,
Resource for London, 356 Holloway Road, London N7. Join activists
from around the world to skillshare and build the movement to stop the
London 2019 arms fair. Tickets £15 (£7).
Organised by Campaign Against Arms Trade:
www.facebook.com/events/503946660092527.

UN Anti-Racism Day

Saturday 16 March: Demonstrations to defeat the rise of racism and
the far right, organised by Stand Up To Racism.
London: Route to be confirmed.
www.facebook.com/events/2013107605418593.
Cardiff: Assemble 11am, City Hall, Cardiff CF10.
www.facebook.com/events/935115200024518.
Glasgow: Assemble 11am, George Square, Glasgow G2.
www.facebook.com/events/2242706462615178.

Don’t march with apartheid

Saturday March 16, 10.30am: Counterdemonstration, George Square,
Glasgow G2. Protest against participation of Zionists in SUTR march.
Organised by Zionism is Racism:
www.facebook. com/events/247686286110662
and Celtic fans for Palestine:
www.facebook.com/events/2248332178716500.

CPGB wills

Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s name
and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in your will. If
you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.
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Hundreds of hard-core anti-Semites?
Suspending Chris Williamson MP is an outrage, writes Carla Roberts of Labour Party Marxists

Y

ou might have thought that
the retreats and concessions
to the right from the Labour
leadership could not get any worse,
but what happened on February 27
surely takes the biscuit.
Chris Williamson MP was
suspended by general secretary
Jennie Formby over “remarks
about the party’s handling of antiSemitism”, as the BBC put it. So
what exactly did he say? Speaking at
a meeting of Sheffield Momentum,
he had ventured the opinion that “we
have backed off far too much, we
have given too much ground, we have
been too apologetic”. Labour has
been “demonised as a racist, bigoted
party”, when, in reality, “we’ve done
more to address the scourge of antiSemitism than any political party”.
If anything, Williamson himself
was “too apologetic”. Labour has
not been hit by any “scourge of antiSemitism”: what we have seen is a
concerted witch-hunt against Corbyn
supporters and the left, in which ‘antiSemitism’ has been weaponised and
equated with anti-Zionism. Several
high-profile figures have been
accused of anti-Semitism, but in none
of their cases has the accusation been
upheld. It is true that some clearly
anti-Jewish comments from people
claiming to be Labour members have
featured on social media, but only
12 have been expelled (including a
Jewish comrade who simply refused
to cooperate with the kangaroo
court). Even if we assume that all 12
were actually guilty, why should we
describe this as a “scourge”?
If you divide the total Labour
membership figure - 540,000 in
September 2018 - by 12, you will find
that Labour’s so-called anti-Semitism
problem is small to the point of
being irrelevant. No wonder that
actual Labour activists on the ground
will tell you that they have never
witnessed anti-Semitism or any such
thing at Labour meetings or from
individual members in conversation.
Yet, despite this, Williamson
issued a grovelling apology for
his comments at Sheffield, saying
he had not meant to downplay the
“pernicious and cancerous” nature
of anti-Semitism. From now on he
would be more “considered” in his
language, as he wanted to be “an ally”
in the fight against it. However, if
something is said to be “cancerous”,
that means it is liable to spread
uncontrollably and may even result
in the death of those affected. It is
laughable to suggest that Labour has
been struck by such a disease.
It is clear that the Labour right
has been awaiting its opportunity
to attack Chris Williamson, who
has been virtually the only Labour
MP to condemn the ‘Anti-Zionism
equals anti-Semitism’ witch-hunt for
what it is. Just the day before all this
happened, he had been condemned
for booking a room in parliament
for the screening of The Witchhunt,
the film defending Jackie Walker - a
black Jewish activist who has been
suspended from Labour for almost
three years for totally spurious
allegations of anti-Semitism.
He was forced to cancel the
booking under pressure from, among
others, Jennie Formby. This is
regrettable, to say the least. Jeremy
Corbyn might recently have defended
Chris as “a very good, very effective
Labour MP. He’s a very strong antiracist campaigner. He is not antiSemitic.”1 But in general, he has
remained criminally silent over the
witch-hunt - even though he is, of
course, its prime target.

Solidarity, comrade
It seems that Williamson was at
first told he would not be suspended,
but placed under “formal notice of
investigation” over some undisclosed
“pattern of behaviour”. But within
hours that was reversed - following
expressions of outrage by the usual
suspects, including deputy leader
Tom Watson, who said Williamson’s
apology was “not good enough”!

Zero tolerance

Meanwhile,
Momentum
owner
Jon Lansman had earlier proudly
boasted in a tweet about one of his
achievements since his election to
the national executive committee in
2018:
Just last Friday we referred 19 out
of 35 case reviews to the national
constitutional committee, almost
all with strong recommendation for
expulsion. Of Labour’s 500,000
members perhaps a few hundred
are hard-core anti-Semites. If we
improve our processes, we can
make sure they are kicked out of
the party2 (our emphasis).
Remember, this came just a couple
of weeks after we learned from the
information provided by Formby that
the vast majority of allegations made
against members had been false (if
not deliberately trumped up). Most
of those accused by the right have
been cleared by the Labour Party’s
disciplinary process3 - which can
hardly be described as biased towards
the left or even particularly fair.
But, rather than defending all
those wrongly accused, Lansman
- together with John McDonnell,
it seems - is campaigning for more
investigations, more punishments
and a policy of ‘zero tolerance’.
The tens of thousands of vexatious
complaints, hundreds of suspensions
and investigations and 12 actual
expulsions provide evidence of a
poisonous anti-democratic culture.
We note that Lansman celebrates
the life-long ban of Tommy Robinson
from Facebook and Twitter (as if
he really needs these to spread his
message):
We know Tommy Robinson’s
fans will scream that he’s been
censored, but our message is clear
- hate speech isn’t free speech and

inciting people to racist violence
should never be tolerated. Not on
our streets, and not on our social
media.4
It does not take much to imagine
Lansman calling for a ban from social
media of those on the left spurting
what for him constitutes ‘antiSemitic’ “hate speech”.
Both McDonnell and Lansman
are clearly following the lead of the
right on the issue. We note that Tom
Watson is not just spearheading a
new group of ‘social democratic’
Labour MPs, but has “vowed to take
personal charge of anti-Semitism
and bullying complaints made by
MPs” and will be “monitoring and
logging abuse and threats made by
members” - effectively creating a
parallel disciplinary process. Maybe
this one will be less to the liking of
McDonnell and Lansman?
John McDonnell said in a recent
interview that he wants to “get the
message out that if people behave in a
way that is construed as anti-Semitic
by common standards, they will be
dealt with. Full stop. They are not
welcome.”5
But that is the crux of the matter:
what exactly is “anti-Semitic by
common standards”? What is antiSemitic “hate speech” and what is
justified criticism of the actions of the
state of Israel? This is, as McDonnell
and Lansman know all too well, a
hotly disputed issue. And one that is
constantly evolving under the current
scurrilous campaign pursued by the
right.
Just take the evolution of the term
‘Zionism’. This is a label chosen by
the Zionists themselves to describe
their political ideology. Yet we have
seen dozens of examples of Labour
Party members being investigated
simply for their use of the word often merely in a descriptive fashion.
Lansman wants to ban the diminutive
form, ‘Zio’, because for him it is an
insult.
Even at the recent conference
of Labour Against the Witchhunt,
the well-informed attendees could
not agree on a definition of antiSemitism: some preferred the
definition in the Oxford Dictionary
(“Hostility or prejudice to Jews”),
while others lobbied for the definition
in the Merriam Webster Dictionary,

(“Hostility toward or discrimination
against Jews as a religious, ethnic,
or racial group”), while others
thought Brian Klug’s definition the
best (“hostility to Jews as Jews”6).
Jewish Voice for Labour and Free
Speech on Israel have produced a
‘Declaration on what is - and what
is not - anti-Semitic misconduct’.7
Of course, McDonnell and
Lansman do not mean any of those
perfectly decent and workable
definitions. If they did, they would
have to stand up and finally put an
end to the campaign by the right in the
party. Thousands of party members
have been suspended and investigated
- and not because they show actual
“hostility or prejudice” towards
Jews. Most complaints are based
on (sometimes sloppy) comments
made in the heat of an online debate,
when somebody, for example, writes
‘Zionists’ when they should say
‘the Israeli government’ - or ‘Jews’
when they should say ‘Zionists’. Or
somebody sharing a meme that, on
much closer inspection, turns out to be
the work of an anti-Semite - does that
make the sharer anti-Semitic? How
about having your words taken out of
context, twisted and rearranged?
These types of accusations make
up the vast majority of the complaints
against Labour Party members.
Hastily written, sometimes based on
misconceptions and misinformation
and, yes, sometimes based on lowlevel prejudice. But these instances
- which, as can be expected, are
increasing proportionally with the
growth of the witch-hunt - would best
be countered by education through
open and transparent debate (and,
no, we are not talking about the
‘rehabilitation programmes’ offered
by the Zionists of the Jewish Labour
Movement or the witch-hunters in
Hope not Hate, who have joined in
the calls to sack Chris Williamson8).

False ‘definition’

How about the reason for Derek
Hatton’s suspension from the party,
two days after the former Militant
member and deputy leader of the
Liverpool council was allowed to
rejoin? In 2012, during Israel’s
‘Operation Pillar of Defence’,
in which Israeli airstrikes killed
hundreds of Palestinians in the Gaza
strip, he tweeted, clearly outraged:

“Jewish people with any sense of
humanity need to start speaking
out publicly against the ruthless
murdering being carried out by
Israel!”
We wonder if he is one of
the “hard-core anti-Semites” that
McDonnell and Lansman want to kick
out of the party? Hatton’s comment
could have been a bit clumsy, but
surely what he meant was that, while
everyone should speak out against
Israel’s atrocities, such criticism is
particularly effective when it is made
by those the state of Israel claims
to represent. Either way, his tweet
clearly does not merit suspension it seems we are back in the bad old
days where members are suspended
first before any investigation takes
place. Clearly, the party leadership
is still trying to appease the right even though every time they take one
step back, the right takes two steps
forward.
That is, of course, exactly the
point of the so-called ‘definition’
of anti-Semitism produced by the
International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance, which was finally adopted
by the Labour Party’s NEC last year
with all 11 examples (seven of which
deal with Israel, not Jews) after much
lobbying by Lansman and McDonnell.
Some NEC members were all too
aware that the examples that come
with the ‘definition’ are designed
to conflate anti-Zionism with antiSemitism. Among them, of course,
Jeremy Corbyn who - unsuccessfully tried to add a disclaimer clarifying that
criticising Israel was not anti-Semitic.
To make matters worse, the IHRA
is anything but a definition. As well as
being driven by a pro-Zionist agenda,
it is poorly phrased and inaccurate.
Labour Against the Witchhunt and
other organisations have produced
useful analyses of the document,9
which is - contrary to what we are
constantly told - not widely accepted
internationally (only 15 countries
have - cynically - adopted it).10 It is
designed to legitimise the horrendous
actions of the state of Israel against
the Palestinians, to silence critics who
are pointing to the increasing official
racism of the regime and, crucially, to
prepare for further military action.
To our knowledge, the IHRA
definition has not yet been used to
discipline anybody in the Labour
Party (it is also not legally binding
and could not be used before a court)
- but judging by the way Lansman,
McDonnell and Formby are going,
we would not be surprised if that
starts to happen soon.
We call on all democrats,
socialists and Marxists in the Labour
Party to campaign to reverse the
NEC’s decision on the IHRA (for
example with one of LAW’s model
motions11) and to show solidarity
with Chris Williamson MP l

Notes

1. The Times February 27.
2. www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/
feb/25/labour-has-widespread-problem-withantisemitism-momentum-founder-jon-lansman.
3. http://labourpartymarxists.org.uk/antisemitism-statistics-really-a-crisis.
4. Momentum email, February 26.
5. www.standard.co.uk/news/politics/shadowchancellor-john-mcdonnell-exclusivelyreveals-how-luciana-berger-was-let-down-bylabour-a4073906.html.
6. www.jmberlin.de/sites/default/files/
antisemitism-in-europe-today_2-klug.pdf.
7. www.jewishvoiceforlabour.org.uk/blog/
antisemitic-misconduct.
8. Huffington Post February 26.
9. www.labouragainstthewitchhunt.org/ourpositions/why-law-opposes-the-ihra-definition-ofanti-semitism.
10. www.holocaustremembrance.com/workingdefinitions-and-charters.
11. www.labouragainstthewitchhunt.org.
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TIG

Getting trigger happy

What does the formation of the so-called Independent Group and the suspension of Chris Williamson tell
us about the balance of forces? William Sarsfield of Labour Party Marxists gives his view

T

he Independent Group (TIG)
has the potential to grow,
despite its initial small
numbers, its chaotic launch and the
absence of policy. Over the coming
weeks and months, we can expect
money to flow its way, major news
outlets to corral behind it and further
defections from the venal majority
of the Parliamentary Labour Party,
who have attempted unsuccessfully
to thwart and derail the leadership of
Corbyn from day one.
TIG currently stands at around
8% in some opinion polls - not huge,
but not statistically insignificant
either. Moreover, we hear murmurs
from Chuka Umunna that up to a
third of Labour MPs have expressed
some sympathy for the venture.
Others may well be in political
solidarity in the abstract, but are
holding back for fear of the damage
a split from Labour may do to their
own parliamentary careers.
That said, it is worthwhile
underlining just how poor this
launch was. Despite the obvious fact
that this small splinter from Labour
(plus its even smaller Tory cohort)
had been quite some time coming,
there has been glaring lack of basic
spadework. So, despite its relatively
long gestation period, there are no
books, pamphlets, recruitment videos
that let us into the Weltanschauung
of these intrepid mould-breakers.
Indeed, journalists at the group’s
launch reported it was a struggle to
find coherent ideas strung together
coming from the individual TIGers,
let alone the group as a collective.
This underlines that this new
organisation has little in the way of
political gravitas. It is responsive,
short-termist and very much of the
political moment - specifically, Brexit;
the ‘anti-Semitism contagion’ that
apparently continues to rip through
Labour’s ranks; and the intensely
uncomfortable fact of who the current
Labour leader is - his history, links,
his ‘unpatriotic’ baggage, etc. For
the three Tory TIGers - Anna Soubry,
Sarah Wollaston and Heidi Allen - the
key issue was obviously Brexit, of
course.
The response from the Labour
leadership has once again been
extremely disappointing. Publicly,
Jeremy Corbyn and John McDonnell
have bent over backwards to
conciliate - and not just by jumping
onto the ‘second referendum’
bandwagon. There has been talk
of not enough support offered to
Luciana Berger MP - effectively
putting two fingers up to the
rank and file of her Constituency
Labour Party, Wavertree, who were
threatened with suspension by
Labour deputy leader Tom Watson
for having the temerity to discuss
two motions of no-confidence in the
woman.
It may seem a paradox, but
objectively the TIG departure
reflects the growing strength of the
left in the party. The Labour right
views the past three-plus years of
Corbyn’s leadership as a disaster.
Frustration levels have mounted, as
every ploy to get rid of this turbulent
priest have come to naught.
Early on, we had the plotting
of the unctuous Hilary Benn to
organise mass resignations from the
shadow cabinet following the EU
referendum, which came to nothing.
Then the wretched Margaret Hodge
and sidekick Ann Coffey (a founding
member of TIG, of course) tabled

organisation with an ambitious
political programme - not simply to
purge the existing pro-capitalist right,
but for the root-and-branch remaking
of the Labour Party, the abolition of
the bans and proscriptions on working
class organisations, and the radical
refounding of Labour as a genuine
party of the working class, influenced
by the world view of Marxism.
This fight is still hampered not
simply by the left’s lack of vision, but
also by the fact that Momentum (for
the moment) still ‘squats’ the space
where a fighting organisation ought to
operate. Undoubtedly, Momentum’s
lustre faded pretty damn quick and
recent scab comments from the
organisation’s CEO - Jon Lansman will no doubt further disillusion many
members, if not the few who rely on
the organisation for employment.
Disillusionment is not a mobilising
force, however. (As numerous
comrades
have
commented,
Momentum itself is essentially an
online mobilising tool these days,
as well as a flag of convenience for
Lansman to run up when he wants to
spout crap.)

Left organisation

Seven, then eight, then 11 .... growth relies on push, not pull
a motion of no confidence in the
Labour leader in June 2016 - again
over his performance in the EU
campaign. It was carried by the PLP
by 172 votes to 40, but, when it came
to the membership, Corbyn was reelected with an increased majority.

Below

For Camilla Cavendish - a former
advisor to Cameron and now a
Financial Times columnist - the
establishment of TIG is to be warmly
welcomed, primarily as it precipitates
the disintegration of the rigid, classbased political architecture of the
two-party system. This is regarded
as an especially necessary corrective,
given what she sees as the appalling
rise of runaway ‘anti-Semitism’
and ‘bullying’ in today’s Labour
Party. Despite this all this, she huffs
with an impressive degree of faux
incomprehension that Corbyn still
has the temerity to make “claims” to
have the membership on his side.
Of course, there have also been
(partially successful) attempts to
tame Corbyn - a stratagem that
sporadically ran alongside the
‘anti-Semitism’ provocation. All
too frequently, both Corbyn and
McDonnell have buckled under this
pressure and made important - and
totally unprincipled - concessions to
the right. The latest example being, of
course, the suspension of left Labour
MP Chris Williamson. After putting
up some token resistance Corbyn
caved in to the demands of the Labour
Parliamentary Committee (made up
of 3 Labour peers, five senior Labour
MPs, Tom Watson and John Cryer,
chair of the PLP). Meeting on the

Wednesday afternoon it unanimously
demanded his scalp.
However, the right wing of the
PLP will now calculate, correctly, that
the real danger emanates not from the
leader’s office, but from below, in
the form of an overwhelmingly proCorbyn left in the CLPs, invested
with new powers to hold their MPs to
account and challenge their assumed
right to a ‘job for life’. Specifically,
delegates scored an important,
if partial, democratic victory at
last year’s Labour conference in
Liverpool, which enhanced the ability
of members to pursue successful
trigger ballots to replace sitting MPs.
Constituency parties now have far
more leeway to call their recalcitrant
rightwing MPs to order and get shot
of them if needed. The simplified
and more democratic provision of
trigger ballots could well turn out to
be the biggest recruiting tool for TIG,
as more MPs jump before they are
pushed.
The threat of deselection was
clearly the deciding factor for some
of the TIG founders … and it is
a nightmare scenario that will be
playing on the minds many rightwing
MPs still parked on the Labour
benches. The hoi-polloi - the chumps
who should be content with knocking
on doors and handing out the leaflets
- now have the potential to put an
end to the glittering careers of these
professional politicians. The nerve of
it!
Inevitably, there are qualifications
to this good news. It would not be a
shock if the central Labour apparatus
- in keeping with the quite wretched
conciliatory culture promoted by

Corbyn and McDonnell - put pressure
on local CLPs to drop trigger ballots
aimed at replacing local rightist MPs.
According to The Guardian, “Labour
could delay the start of deselection
battles that party sources fear
may prompt further resignations.”
After all, “We don’t want to further
antagonise” (February 26).
For an indicator of the way
the political wind blows on this,
we must wait for the appearance
of a document outlining how and
when the newly reformed trigger
ballot provisions can be fired up
in local CLPs. General secretary
Jennie Formby was commissioned
at Labour’s January 22 national
executive committee meeting to
produce a ‘trigger ballot manual’,
with the recommendation that it
is produced in short order. NEC
member Darren Williams confirmed
that this was supposed to be
published in February. The delay is
worrying.
The overwhelming majority of
active Labour Party members are now
quite clearly to the left and - although
there has been a worrying lack of
detail from the central apparatus
around Jennie Formby - these new
provisions are at least somewhere
in the pipeline. Across the country,
groups of eager left CLP members
are keen to get cracking. So, we
anticipate more ‘centrists’ bailing out
or being given the heave-ho by their
members - either way, fingers crossed
that their days are numbered …
The key problem for the Labour
left is that this objective strength on
the ground has yet to translate into a
coherent form as a united, national

The Labour left needs to build a
national organisation which embodies
a political independence from the
current leadership of our party,
not simply forms of organisational
autonomy as the vast majority of the
existing left organisations in Labour
restrict themselves to. Perforce,
such an organisation would be an
open, multi-tendency alliance. Thus,
transparency and democracy would
be vital components (as it should
be in all working class formations)
and this culture would demand an
explicit statement of our aims and
clear perspectives on how to fight the
battle. This would find expression in
our attitude to Corbyn, McDonnell
and their team - we offer them support
to the extent that they fight for the
interests of our class as a whole; we
would criticise and censure them
when they renege on that duty.
As an aside, Labour Party
Marxists supporters are putting
forward exactly such an amendment
to the AGM of the Campaign for
Labour Party Democracy. Motion
1 - the “work programme” put
forward by CLPD secretary Pete
Willsman - states: “Full support to
the party leader at all times.” This
is a crass and misguided approach
that smacks of religion. Instead, we
think this should be changed to: “We
will defend Jeremy Corbyn from any
further coups and acts of sabotage.
We will support him where he fights
for the thorough democratisation of
the Labour Party and wider society.
But we will also criticise him when
and where necessary - for example,
over his silence when it comes to the
witch-hunt against his supporters in
the Labour Party.”
Meanwhile, and paradoxically,
Emily Thornberry has launched
the most vociferous attack on TIG,
telling a Labour rally that she would
“rather die” than leave the party, that
the quitters are “cuddling up to the
Tories” and if they ever found the
courage to stand in a by-election,
Labour would “crush” them. This
might be little more than an exercise in
positioning - a chance for Thornberry,
the Zionist, to buff up her left streetfighting credentials, perhaps. We can
make educated guesses, but we really
do not know … l
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Commitment and collectivity
René Gimpel continues his examination of the conflict between Jean-Paul Sartre’s political and
philosophical passions

I

n the first part of this article, I
looked at the fraught relationship
between Jean-Paul Sartre and the
French Communist Party (PCF) up
to the Algerian conflict of 1954-62
(‘Individualism or class struggle?’,
February 21). In this second part I will
focus in particular on the events of
May 1968.
After the turbulent years of the
Algerian war, Jean-Paul Sartre
returned to his literary work and
essays. In 1962, he spent time at the
Irish country estate of the American
film director, John Huston, when
he was commissioned by the latter
to write the screenplay for a film on
Sigmund Freud. Huston and Sartre
failed to find anything in common and
Sartre delivered a screenplay which
would have resulted in an eight-hour
film.
There were other problems, because
Sartre’s existentialist frame of mind
did not allow for an unconscious in the
Freudian sense. In 1964 he published
a slim autobiography - Les mots - and
in that same year was awarded the
Nobel prize for literature: an award
he immediately spurned (a first in
Nobel history1). Sartre explained that
to accept the Nobel would have turned
him into an institution at a time when
he had not yet accomplished all his
aims - in particular his commitment
to political work.2 He added that in
his view the Nobel had a western and
transatlantic bias, which discriminated
against authors and others from Soviet-

bloc and non-aligned countries.
In
1966-67,
Sartre
hosted
the Russell Tribunal, also known
as the International War Crimes
Tribunal. Instigated by British
philosopher Bertrand Russell, the
tribunal was set up to examine and
evaluate American involvement in
Vietnam. Members included Tariq Ali,
Isaac Deutscher, Simone de Beauvoir,
Stokely Carmichael, James Baldwin,
AJ Ayer, Lawrence Daly, Ken Coates
and Alice Walker. The tribunal found
America guilty of war crimes and,
although US governments repudiated
its verdict, further Russell Tribunals
appeared over the years, investigating
repression in Latin America, Iraq and,
most recently, Palestine.
Throughout the 1960s, Sartre’s
philosophical influence waned and
his stance as the committed engagé,
backing every radical cause, seemed
out of place. A new philosophy had
appeared - structuralism - which began
with anthropologist and ethnologist
Claude Lévi-Strauss, before spreading
to other disciplines (Foucault and
history, Lacan and psychoanalysis).
Structuralism looked at relationships
in and between human groups
and societies, locating underlying
similarities, such as patterns of
language as a conceptual framework.
The Sartrean ‘choice of action’, if
it was credited at all, was but one of
an interlocking nexus of observable
human activities, none of which could
be considered to occupy any particular

French Communist
Party leader Georges
Marchais addressing
striking Renault
workers in May 1968.
Though the bourgeois
establishment painted
the PCF as sinisterly
driving for power, the
opposite was true. The
PCF strove to prove its
respectable, moderate
credentials. This
failure of leadership
cost it dear. In
subsequent elections
its representation
slumped.
Jean-Paul Sartre
trenchantly criticised
the PCF. But could
never commit himself
organisationally.
He remained an
intellectual gadfly

ethical merit - or demerit, come to
that. As defender of the primacy of
consciousness over the unconscious
and of freedom of choice in the face
of necessary social structures, Sartre
found himself unable or unwilling
to debate his new opponents. He
retreated to a study of the 19th century
and the author, Gustave Flaubert, who
had long fascinated him. Overworked
with constant political and literary
commitments, Sartre’s health started
deteriorating. A heavy drinker and
smoker, he began taking prescription
drugs to keep him awake for the long
hours he needed.

Les événements

Then came the événements (‘events’)
of May 68. The unexpected studentled uprising electrified Sartre. He
announced the death of structuralism
and a return of the historical subject.3
The uprising and occupations which
swept across France - with echoes
in other European countries and in
America - took several forms. Both
radical and moderate left-leaning
intellectuals entered the fray alongside
the students and their representatives
on the committees springing up
everywhere. Daniel Cohn-Bendit’s
anarchic libertarianism attracted some.
Others, such as the historian, Henri
Lefebvre, led a group who viewed the
struggle as one of self-management;
Guy Debord attracted followers of
the situationists, including surrealists
who published their own manifestos

of cultural and political subversion in
journals such as Opus international;
Edgar Morin and Claude Lefort
trumpeted an anti-bureaucratic ‘new
disorder’, though a disappointed
Morin later wrote that “A proletarian
revolution had been replaced by a
juvenile one”.4 A part of the editorial
team from Les Temps Modernes the journal of cultural and political
critique set up by Sartre and Simone de
Beauvoir - subscribed to the neophyte
young revolutionary intelligentsia’s
appropriation of Bolshevik, Guevarist
or Maoist interpretations.5
As the month wore on, strikes
spread to every sector and by May
20 10 million had downed tools.
The students seized the Odéon, the
largest theatre in Paris, and held daily
debates. Art students at the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts commandeered screen
printing presses to produce more than
400 images. Sartre and de Beauvoir
hoped to add their still considerable
prestige to the revolt, but, in a telling
detail, when about to address students
at the Odéon, Sartre glanced down at
a slip of paper passed to him. On it
was scribbled “Sartre, be brief”. The
most militant workers had seized
the Renault assembly lines and
received a student delegation, which
marched in solidarity to one of the
factories. However, Georges Séguy,
secretary general of the CGT union
confederation, was alarmed at the
political turn and was only interested
in extracting better wages and
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conditions from Renault’s bosses. So
he refused to consider a united front
with the students, even as political
confrontation rose dramatically.
Capital began to take flight. The
students set fire to the stock exchange.
The government had expelled a
leading student militant, Daniel CohnBendit, back to his native Germany.
The CGT joined students in a massive
demonstration in his favour, chanting,
“We are all German Jews”. Night
fighting went on all over Paris and
other large cities, with barricades being
erected wherever needed. Hundreds
of injuries and arrests occurred on a
continuous basis. French secondary
school pupils went on strike.6 Four
days after marching with the students,
Renault workers in the CGT prevented
Sartre from addressing them and
distanced themselves from the
students, refusing to seek common
cause. Their leaders wanted to extract
more concessions from the state and
the bosses, without the destabilising
effect of radical agitation.
On May 29, France woke to find
that president Charles de Gaulle had
once again left the capital, just as he
had at the height of the Algerian crisis
and for the same reason - to ensure
the armed forces’ loyalty. De Gaulle
was in Germany, at French army
headquarters, where he received the
sought-for assurance from chief of
staff. With this, de Gaulle returned
to France the following day and
immediately dissolved parliament.
The president’s prime minister,
Georges Pompidou, announced a
general election for June.

Duplicity

Where was the PCF all this time?
When the first student uprising took
place in Nanterre at the beginning
of May, general secretary Waldeck
Rochet responded in confusion. And
that confusion quickly turned to
hostility. The party’s central committee
decided that student leftist elements
needed to be isolated. Rochet called
on party members to react vigorously
to any attempt by students to approach
factories and distribute their leaflets.
In L’Humanité, the PCF daily,
Georges Marchais - later to succeed
Rochet as general secretary - wrote
of “false revolutionaries”, the “sons
of the middle class” and the “German
anarchist”, Cohn-Bendit.
By the middle of the month,
however, the PCF re-assessed the
situation, given the clamour for
strikes and factory occupations.
With a massive march planned for
May 13, the party took the decision
to ‘glue themselves’ to the student
movement, in order to redirect its
energies. It formulated a political
position - that of replacing the
Gaullist government in the national
assembly with a popular one, acting
in alliance with the Parti Socialiste.
Following the debacle the PCF had
undergone in the final phase of the
1958-62 Algerian war, this decision
was an attempt to restore the party to
glory. Georges Pompidou had warned
of the threat of civil war - a warning
the PCF took to heart, because it
signalled its primary intention to
take advantage of the situation to
negotiate improved conditions for
its CGT members. When student
militants and workers linked to farleft groups rallied to demand the
seizure of the Elysée on May 29,
after realising that de Gaulle had
disappeared, the PCF stepped in to
block any such insurrectionary talk.
That it carried the day demonstrated
the primacy of its strength over that
of the disparate groupuscules of
more radical elements.
Despite the massive May 30
counter-demonstration organised by
the bourgeoisie in favour of de Gaulle,
which attracted a million marchers,
factory strikes and occupations
continued. On June 4, L’Humanité
carried a message from the PCF: “The

In solidarity: Sartre and de Beauvoir selling the Maoist paper The People’s Cause
flag of working class struggle is not
the faded black of anarchy, but the red
flag of socialism, combined with the
great French Revolution’s tricolour:
the nation’s flag.” The PCF, which had
73 deputies in the outgoing national
assembly, prepared an electoral
campaign against the background of
continued student and worker unrest.
Its slogan emphasised that it was the
party of progress, of order and of
political wisdom.
The Gaullists denounced the PCF
as communist agitators and plotters,
to which the party responded by
declaring: “During the recent events,
French men and women were able
to observe how the communists
behaved responsibly, democratically
and accountably.” Waldeck Rochet,
who penned this claim, added: “This
is why the PCF denounced and fought
against the demagogy, excesses
and provocations of the ultra-left supported by the Socialist Party [sic]
- claiming allegiance to Maoism,
anarchism and Trotskyism.”
The election proved a disaster for
the PCF. Its 73 seats were reduced to
34. In a bitter analysis, the leadership
concluded that its electoral failure was
“the fault of premeditated violence by
Cohn-Bendit, Alain Geismar and other
‘leftists’, who allowed the government
to instil fear in various layers of ‘our
people”7 - though there was also a
belated recognition that more should
have been done to seek a political
alliance with the students. The refrain
coming from the PCF, time and again,
was that the events of May 68 were in
no way revolutionary or a precursor to
revolution.
The aftershocks continued to
reverberate in France for a long time.
In 1971, Sartre undertook to act as
editor of a Maoist newspaper, La
Cause du Peuple, which de Gaulle
had outlawed. The paper was a weekly
published by Gauche Prolétarienne, in
which a young Maoist philosopher,
André Glucksmann, was a leading
figure. Sartre did not agree with the
paper’s editorial line, even though
he helped to keep it going. Arrested
very publicly for selling the weekly
on the streets, Sartre was incarcerated
briefly before de Gaulle ordered his
release with an oracular “One does not
imprison Voltaire”.
Another aftermath of the May
events was a shift in the role played
by intellectuals in France. Many
now ceased even the pretence of
following the PCF, especially after
the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia
in the same year. No longer universal
commentators,
the
fragmented
voices of intellectuals’ echoed the
fragmentation of dialogues occurring
across disciplines. By the beginning of

the 70s, there was a marked shrinking
of positions which since 1945 had
been notable for an engagement
with Marxism, anti-capitalism and
anti-colonialism. This coincided
with a disenchantment of the radical
optimism which had reached its apex
in May 68.
A group known as Les Nouveaux
Philosophes (New Philosophers)
emerged with a narrative that
started as anti-communist and
accelerated into gathering support
for conservatism, the new right
and finally a trumpeting of
neoconservatism. André Glucksmann
recanted his ultra-leftist involvement
with Gauche Prolétarienne and
embraced capitalism, and its
successive satraps at the Elysée
Palace. Another philosopher who had
been close to Sartre, Bernard-Henri
Lévy, also moved rapidly to the right,
calling May 68 one of the “most
sombre events” in French history.

Legacy

As for Sartre, his health was
deteriorating. He suffered a stroke
in 1971 and a second stroke in 1973
deprived him of his sight. Having
completed three volumes of L’Idiot
de la famille, his study of Gustave
Flaubert, reluctantly Sartre gave up
writing the partially completed fourth
volume. He hired as secretary a young
man, Benny Levy, one of the Maoist
leaders of Gauche Prolétarienne.
Levy followed the course of
so many ex-Maoists and moved
ever further to the right, finally
sinking into kabbalah mysticism.
He tried to drag Sartre down with
him, which led to angry exchanges
with Simone de Beauvoir. Other
intellectual renegades did their best
to manoeuvre Sartre into backing
their anti-left activities, such was
his still considerable aura. He died
in 1980 and a massive, unplanned
cortege accompanied his coffin.
De Beauvoir, always a fine writer,
penned a moving account of their
last decade together, La cérémonie
des adieux (titled Adieux: farewell to
Sartre in the English edition).
Sartre wrote copiously during
his lifetime and left thousands
of unpolished manuscript pages
for posterity. Among them one
in particular was anticipated: the
much-awaited second volume of
Critique de la raison dialectique,
which Sartre had promised, but
never delivered. Known in English
as Critique II, the book reveals Sartre
attempting to formulate a theory of
history which would be a synthesis
of Marxism and existentialism. He
returns to the group-in-action, seeing
struggle as a contradiction, involving

individuals in conflict and through
conflict realising an accumulation of
material objects which do not reveal
collaborative effort so much as the
overcoming of scarcity.
Did this critique achieve the goals
Sartre had set himself - to “validate
historical materialism”, as the
Sartrean scholar, Ronald Aronson,
puts it?8 Sartre attempted to link
orthodox Marxist understanding of a
non-reified world with a concept of
subjective praxis. The dialectic is not
analytical reason, positivist reason,
instrumental reason or sociology,
he stated. Sartre was especially
hostile to analytical reason, which
he castigated for being “a permanent
threat to the human”,9 because it is a
mode of thought linked to dominance.
The dialectic places human beings
and human projects at the centre of
human thought. And yet … viewed
from a Marxist framework, Sartre’s
valiant effort cannot accomplish
the deed. The internal logic of a
phenomenological account stands
on its own, but, despite all Sartre’s
efforts, it remains ahistorical. Sartre’s
view of the dialectic is not one
which admits of developments in the
field, though western Marxism had
bypassed the stasis in Europe after
the failure of the Russian Revolution,

and had shown the dialectic to be
capable of theoretical development.10
From his earliest days as a
committed author under the German
occupation, Sartre had failed to
engage fully with the PCF or any
other workers’ group or movement.
This disconnect prevented him from
engaging in collective political
work, with its own dynamics and
weight. Integrating in his writing
the stillborn version of Stalinism
as the model not to follow, Sartre
constructed an alternative without
taking into account the many
theoretical possibilities that opened
up contra that model.11 Ronald
Aronson suggests that Sartre’s turn
to and involvement in anti-colonial
revolts and revolutions might be
ascribed to the philosopher’s “general
abandonment of Europe”.12
In his Critique, Sartre returns
again and again to the totalisation of
the group in action, but his conception
is of individuals added to individuals,
so that the totalising structure is never
given in advance. A militant added to
a militant, added to a militant does
not equal a militant group, if that
group is not posited and grounded in
the historical context of activity as a
specific, political intervention within
the Marxist project.
That is why Sartre’s life is a
demonstration of how much can
be achieved by conscious, radical
commitment and how little can
be achieved when the guiding
philosophy behind such choices is
disengaged from collective activity l
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1. One other recipient of a Nobel - the
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2. www.europe1.fr/international/ces-six-laureatsdu-nobel-qui-ont-refuse-leur-prix-3454325.
3. https://philosophie.cegeptr.qc.ca/2008/07/mai68-il-y-a-40-ans.
4. B Brillant, ‘Intellectuels: les ombres
changeantes de Mai 68’ Vingtième Siècle: Revue
d’Histoire No2, 2008.
5. Ibid.
6. Pupils at the Lycée Français in London, the
largest school in the UK, went on strike in
solidarity with their continental counterparts.
7. ‘Luttes et élections: premiers
enseignements’ Cahiers du communisme JuneJuly 1968.
8. R Aronson Sartre’s second critique Chicago
1987.
9. J-P Sartre Critique of dialectical reason London
2009, pp710, 790.
10. See, for instance, P Anderson Consideration
on western Marxism London 1976.
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Worker.
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the world London 1974.
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In alliance with neo-Nazis

While Labour MPs fuel fake ‘anti-Semitism’ witch-hunt, Israel moves to the far right. Tony Greenstein
reports on the tectonic shift

I

n 1984 rabbi Meir Kahane of the
ultra-nationalist Kach party entered
the Israeli parliament (knesset),
having received over 25,000 votes.
Kach stood on a programme which, as
The Times of Israel’s Michael Aarenau
noted, even members of rightist Likud
party likened to the Nazis’ 1935
Nuremberg race laws.1
In 1988, when polls suggested
that Kach could get between four
and 12 seats, Kahane was banned
from standing by the supreme court.
The reason had nothing to do with
opposition to racism, but a fear that
the image of Israel would be damaged.
In the four years that Kahane was a
knesset member, when he spoke all
the other 119 members would often
walk out.
However, even in 1984 what
Kahane said openly the other Zionist
parties muttered behind closed doors.
But yesterday what was trefa (unclean)
has now become kosher. What used
to be Zionism’s forbidden fruits have
now become its delicacies.
Fearing defeat by the centre-right
bloc of Benny Gantz’s Resilience
and Yair Lapid’s Yesh Atid parties,
Binyamin Netanyahu, Likud’s leader,
called on the far-right Jewish Home
and National Union religious settlers’
parties to unite with Otzma Yehudit, the
direct descendants of Kach, to contest
the April 9 elections to the knesset.
He hopes that such an alliance would
win enough representation and give
Likud the coalition partners needed
for it to retain office. Netanyahu has
reportedly promised the new bloc two
ministries.
One can get an idea of Otzma
Yehudit’s politics from its leader,
Michael Ben Ari, who was a member
of the knesset, representing the
National Union, between 2009 and
2013. Apart from instigating a pogrom
against black African refugees in south
Tel Aviv, Ari is famous for tearing up
a copy of the New Testament that a
missionary sent him and putting it in
a trash bin.
In September 2010, responding to
an observation that, for every Israeli
killed, six Palestinians had died, he
remarked: “For every one dead on
our side, we need to kill 500, and not
six.” Ben-Ari holds leftwing Jews
and human rights organisations in
particular contempt, referring to them
as “germs” that need to be eradicated.
During the 2012 ‘Operation Pillar
of Defence’, he stated: “There are
no innocents in Gaza … Mow them
down! Kill the Gazans without
thought or mercy!” This is the man
who Netanyahu is going out of his
way to ensure will be a member of the
next knesset.
It would be wrong, however,
to simply concentrate on Otzma
Yehudit. There is also Jewish
Home - which had six members
of the last government, including
the education and justice ministers
- and is no slouch, when it comes
to racism and bigotry. Jewish
Home knesset member
Bezalel Smotrich, who
describes himself as a
“proud homophobe”,
has
distinguished
himself by advocating
separate
maternity
wards for Jewish and
Arab women, on the
grounds that his wife
did not want to give
birth next to a woman
whose child might
become a “terrorist”.
However, despite the

outrage these comments provoked,
it is a fact that five of Israel’s
seven major hospitals allow Jewish
women to give birth in Arab-free
wards.
In 2013, the deputy defence
minister, rabbi Eli Ben Dahan of
Jewish Home, openly stated of
Palestinians: “To me, they are like
animals - they aren’t human.” Despite
considering gays an abomination, he
holds that “A Jew always has a much
higher soul than a gentile, even if he is
a homosexual.”

Normalisation

The Israeli far right today commands
at least 250,000 votes. But it is split
between at least four parties, meaning
that these votes could be wasted.
When Kahane was elected in 1984,
Israel’s proportional representation
system meant a party which gained
25,000 votes was guaranteed a seat,
but in the 2013 knesset the threshold
was increased from 2% to 3.25%. The
idea was to exclude the Arab parties
- but the latter united to form the
Joint List, becoming the third largest
grouping in the knesset, with 13 seats.
So now, in the words of Ynet, “A
dynasty of racism and provocation is
on its way to the Israeli parliament.”2
Yet Israel’s Arab population will
ask, what is new? Whether it was
Labor or Likud in government, they
have suffered ongoing violence and
institutional discrimination. What we
are seeing today is Zionist ideology
and practice catching up with
each other. Whereas Israeli Labor
governments spoke the language of
collectivism and social democracy,
they practised ethnic cleansing and
exclusion. But the new, openly fascist
right has taken the hypocrisy out of
Zionism and in the process left Labor
Zionism high and dry.
When Meir Kahane preached that
Israel could either be a Jewish state
or a democratic state he was stating
a truth that generations of ‘left’
Zionists have preferred to ignore.
Labour Zionism spoke of a ‘Jewish
democratic state’, which was always
an oxymoron. What happens if the
Arabs’ higher birth-rate meant they
become the majority? Would the
Zionist parties acquiesce
in a non-Jewish state
or would there be
a new round of
ethnic cleansing,
as in 1948?
In
other
words which
is
more
important: a
democratic
or a Jewish
state?
For
Zionism
a
Jewish
state
was always the
most important
goal - which was
why
a

Jewish majority was ensured for the
new Israeli state through the expulsion
of 90% of the Arabs in 1948. In the
words of one of the key organisations
of Israeli apartheid, the Jewish
National Fund (JNF), “over 70% of the
Jewish population in Israel opposes
allocating … land to non-Jews, while
over 80% prefer the definition of
Israel as a Jewish state, rather than as
the state of all its citizens”.3
Successive Zionist governments,
beginning
with
the
Labor
administrations of 1949-77, were
opposed to mixed marriages and
sexual relationships between Jews
and Arabs. That was why marriage
between a Jew and a non-Jew was
made impossible. As Hannah Arendt
noted at the time of the Eichmann trial
in 1961,
Israeli citizens, religious and
non-religious, seem agreed upon
the desirability of having a law
which prohibits intermarriage …
there certainly was something
breathtaking in the naivety with
which the prosecution denounced
the infamous Nuremberg laws
of 1935, which had prohibited
intermarriage and sexual intercourse
between Jews and Germans.4
But what Labor and Likud whispered
under their breath Kahane and the
thugs of Lehava openly practised.
During his four-year stint in the
knesset Kahane proposed a series of
laws which outlined what a Jewish
theocratic state would look like. They
included:
l Revocation of non-Jewish
citizenship.
l Expulsion of non-Jews from
Jerusalem and eventually Israel.
l The eventual imposition of slavery
on Arabs and other non-Jews.
l Prohibition of personal contact
between Jews and Arabs, including
sexual relations.
l Segregated beaches.
l Prohibition of non-Jews living in
Jewish neighbourhoods.
l Forced dissolution of all

Rabbi Meir Kahane:
godfather of
Israel’s far right

intermarriages.
Not only did much of this
come straight from the 1935 Nazi
Nuremburg law: much of it merely
codified existing practice.
For example, hundreds of
communities in Israel are Jewishonly. That was the purpose of the
2011 Admissions Committees Law: to
keep out Arabs (as well as black and
Sephardi Jews). This was reinforced
by the 2018 Jewish Nation-State Law,
which advocated Jewish settlement as
a “national value”. The JNF has been
implementing Jewish-only settlement
since the early 20th century, but the
difference is that Israel’s far right now
wishes to make explicit that which was
always implicit. What was previously
normal, but not written down in law, is
now becoming codified and rigid.
If the idea of Arabs as slaves seems
far-fetched, we should remember that
the Sephardic chief rabbi of Israel,
Ovadia Yosef, ruled in 2016 that nonJews should be expelled from Israel apart from a few, who “will be allowed
to remain in the land and fulfil roles
reserved for gentiles in the service of
Jews”.5 That role was made clear in
a sermon he gave in 2010. “Goyim
[non-Jews] were born only to serve
us. Without that, they have no place in
the world - only to serve the people of
Israel.”

True colours

Even though Kahane died at the hands
of an assassin in 1990, his ideas have
lived on. The coming elections are
likely to see the further decline of
labour Zionism - Meretz, which as
the ‘Marxist’ Zionist Mapam was
the second largest party in the 1949
knesset, may be wiped out entirely.
The Israeli Labor Party, which until
1977 formed every single government,
is presently forecast to gain less than
10 seats (down from 24).
Naturally this is causing apoplexy
among Zionism’s liberal supporters.
Batya Ungar-Sargon, opinion editor of
Forward, has stated that “Netanyahu
just invited Israel’s equivalent of the
KKK to join the government”.6 UngarSargon wrote: “These are the David
Dukes and the Richard Spencers of the
Jewish state - people who believe that
Jewish sovereignty depends on the
oppression, ethnic cleansing and even
murder of Israel’s Arab population.”
Although, of course, oppression,
ethnic cleansing and murder are hardly
novelties for the Palestinians.
American Jews, who have been
shaken by the recent murder of 11
of their compatriots at Pittsburgh,
are amongst the most liberal of
America’s white population. They
are especially sensitive, since the
Trump administration combines
white supremacy, demonisation of
refugees and a not-too-hidden
anti-Semitism with ardent support
for Israel and Zionism. They are
looking aghast, as Israel moves
off the political radar.
The
American
Jewish
establishment is also shaken not
just by the open association of
Netanyahu’s open association
with fascists and racists, but by
his brazenness. For decades
these leaders have turned
a blind eye to all
sorts of racist

atrocities and provided cover for
Israel’s repeated massacres. But what
they cannot stand is that Israel no
longer seems to care what others think
of it. They know Trump will support
them regardless. As Susie Gelman, a
major Zionist philanthropist, asks, “Is
there any line of decency and morality
that [Netanyahu] will not cross?”
She complains that “Netanyahu’s
actions are feeding the estrangement
of young American Jews from Israel”,
which is her real concern, before
assuring her interlocutors that “I still
feel committed to the Israeli people”,
making a fatuous distinction between
the Israeli government and “the people
of Israel”.7 Perhaps it has not occurred
to Ms Gelman that the reason why
Netanyahu can get away with what he
does is that the Israeli people support
and vote for him.
As Ha’aretz notes, the main concern
of America’s Jewish establishment is
not the fact of Israeli racism and ethnic
cleansing, but that “Netanyahu’s move
will hurt Israel’s image and create rift
with Jewish Americans.”8
It is hard to stifle a laugh when the
CEO of the Anti-Defamation League,
Jonathan Greenblatt, whines. “There
should be no room for racism and
no accommodation for intolerance
in Israel or any democracy.”9 Where,
one wonders, was Jonathan when the
chief rabbi of Safed, Shmuel Elihayu,
issued an edict in 2011, declaring that
Jews were forbidden to rent rooms and
apartments to Arabs? When criticised,
Eliyahu was backed by hundreds of
Israeli rabbis. To this day Eliyahu is a
paid state official.
Zionism is coming out in its true
colours. The old hypocrisies have
become redundant. Ideology and
practice are being brought into line.
The logic of a Jewish ethno-nationalist
state is, self-evidently, that non-Jews
do not belong - just as Jews themselves
were not welcome in similar states in
the Europe of the 1930s.
Today there are large elements
in Israel, in particular amongst the
religious Zionists, for whom the
Palestinians represent the ancient foe
of the Hebrews, the Amalekites. In
Exodus 17:14, God told Moses: “I will
utterly blot out the memory of Amalek
from under heaven” - every man,
woman and child would have to die.
For those who are aware of the biblical
story of Esther, Netanyahu is indeed
the Jewish Haman l
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UNITED STATES

‘No political attachment’

Binyamin Netanyahu’s approach to the Israeli far right is regarded by many US Jews as highly offensive.
Moshé Machover welcomes the opinion shift

I

n my article, ‘End of a love affair’
(Weekly Worker May 24 2018), I
traced the history of the attitude to
Israel of a major part of the US Jewish
community: the part represented by
official/establishment
communal
bodies. I pointed out that the ‘love
affair’ - involving utter identification
with Israel, blind support for it and
aggressive advocacy - which started
after the June 1967 war, began to
show signs of severe strain during
the Obama years (2009-16), and is
further threatened by an open rift
since the election of Donald Trump.
I will not repeat here the story
told in that article and the analysis
of the multiple causes behind those
shifts in the relationship. But I would
like to quote one document, which
came to my notice since I wrote
that article, and clearly exemplifies
the pre-1967 cautious and detached
attitude to Israel of the US Jewish
establishment. The American Jewish
Committee (AJC), founded in 1906,
is “widely regarded as the dean of
American Jewish organizations”.1
On September 10 1950, its president,
Jacob Blaustein, issued an excited
news release about a “document of
historic significance”: a statement
he obtained, during his recent
visit to Israel, from prime minister
David Ben-Gurion, “clarifying the
relationship between Israel and the
Jews in the other free democracies,
especially in the United States”.
Here is Blaustein’s summary of BenGurion’s statement:
The prime minister’s statement
makes it clear, among other things,
that without any reservations
the state of Israel speaks only on
behalf of its own citizens and in
no way presumes to represent or
speak in the name of Jews who
are citizens of any other country;
and that the Jews of the United
States, as a community and as
individuals, have no political
attachment to Israel. This means
that the allegiance of American
Jews is to America and America
alone, and should put an end to
any idea or allegation that there is
any such thing as ‘dual loyalty’ on
the part of American Jewry.2
In the period 1967-2009 this sort
of defensive ‘clarification’ would
become
unthinkable.
Political
attachment to Israel was regarded
by US Jewish officialdom - as well
as by the US political establishment
- as part and parcel of ‘allegiance to
America’.
But now we are witnessing a
gradual reversion to something
like the pre-1967 attitude. Total
identification with Israel is being
questioned by an increasing number
of US Jews, because it clashes with
their primary allegiance to what
they regard as American and Jewish
values.

Shame

Binyamin Netanyahu has now made
the rift a lot deeper by his engineering
of an electoral pact between Otzma
Yehudit (Jewish Might) - a party of
disciples of the late ultra-super-racist,
rabbi Meir Kahane - and the relatively
more ‘mildly’ racist religiousZionist Habayit Hayehudi (Jewish
Home) party. His motivation was
to increase their chances of passing
the electoral threshold of 3.25% and
winning seats in the next knesset,
thus ensuring him of a partner for a
rightwing ruling coalition.
Most Israelis have long forgotten

him on board - a short-term kind
of thinking that endangers Jews
everywhere.
Still, despite all these flaws,
American Jews, who are
increasingly disillusioned with
Israel and its leadership, should
look closely at who may replace
Netanyahu.
What they’ll find is tribalism
and
anti-Palestinian
racism
has become extraordinarily
mainstream in the Jewish state.

In fact, Loewenstein shows that
Netanyahu’s
expansionism
and
racism are shared by all his major
rivals - including Labor Party leader
Avi Gabbay - not to mention his
rightwing coalition partners.
He concludes his commentary with
words that are slightly reminiscent of
my May 24 article:

American Jews are increasingly horrified by Israel
about the rabid rabbi; but, as Chemi
Shalev has pointed out on February
24 in the Israeli daily, Ha’aretz, “for
most American Jews - certainly those
over 40 - Kahane is a household name.
He’s also one of a handful of Jewish
figures whose views were routinely
compared to Nazi ideology.” So
“for US Jewry, Kahanist caper casts
Netanyahu as Prince of Darkness and
Trump on steroids”.3
Voices
against
Netanyahu’s
‘caper’ have come from almost the
whole spectrum of the US Jewish
establishment, ranging from the
outspoken protest by the liberal
Forward, which has recently been
otherwise critical of Israel,4 to the
more diplomatic statements by the
Israeli lobby, the American Israel
Public Affairs Committee (Aipac),5
the Conference of Presidents of Major
American Jewish Organizations
(CPMAJO),6 and the American
Jewish Committee (AJC),7 whose
more muted criticism is nevertheless
unprecedented. The only significant
US Jewish groups expressing support
for Netanyahu’s dirty deal were the
Zionist Organization of America and
Young Israel.
However, it is important to
distinguish three kinds of criticism,
differing
in
motivation
and
implication. Let me list them, going
from right to left.
First, there is the purely pragmatic
position of the more conservative
sector of US Jewry, reflected in
statements made by Aipac, the
CPMAJO and AJC. These would
love to promote Israel and champion
it, no matter how odious its policies
and how bloody the atrocities it
perpetrates. But this job is simply
made more difficult by Israel’s prime
minister promoting a party that,
but for the change of name, is an
organisation regarded as terroristic
by the US government. So they resent
being embarrassed by Netanyahu nothing more.

Next, there are the wouldbe progressive Zionists who are
genuinely unhappy about Israel’s
current actions and policies. Typical
of these is Batya Ungar-Sargon,
whose article in Forward (February
20) is entitled ‘Netanyahu just invited
Israel’s equivalent of the KKK to
join the government’.8 She excoriates
Netanyahu and his policies and refuses
to defend them; the phrase “For
shame” is repeated several times:
And now, the ruling coalition of
the Jewish state will welcome
members who wish to ethnically
cleanse Palestinians, already
dispossessed of civil rights by the
millions, the victims of a brutal
occupation in the West Bank and
blockaded in Gaza.
For shame.
Meanwhile, regardless of
Israel’s descent into ethnonationalism, we in the diaspora are
expected to continue to provide
unwavering support for a Jewish
state that’s embracing the very
world view - the supremacy of
a country’s majority over its
minorities - that has ensured our
destruction for millennia.
Contrary
to
Netanyahu’s
cynical view, Jewish rights need
not come at the expense of the
Palestinians.
She is, however, unable or unwilling
to see that the Zionist state - which she
would still like to support - is a settler
state founded on the colonisation
of Palestine by Jews and the ethnic
cleansing of its indigenous Palestinian
Arabs. How could the ‘right’ of Jews
to colonise Palestine not come at the
expense of the Palestinians?

Uncomfortable

Finally, the same February 20 issue
of Forward included an article
by Antony Loewenstein. He is
a Jerusalem-based investigative

journalist who has written for the
New York Times, The Guardian and
many other newspapers, and is author
of My Israel question and Disaster
capitalism: making a killing out of
catastrophe. His article is entitled
‘Netanyahu isn’t the problem. He’s
the symptom’.9 He points out:
… Even despite inviting avowed
racists into the governing
coalition - Netanyahu isn’t
really the main problem. Nor
will removing him from office,
through indictment over multiple
corruption cases or a loss at the
polls in April, do much to alter
the political alignment of Israel’s
power elite.
For the truth is, all the major
candidates for Israeli prime
minister support an indefinite
continuation of the occupation.
That’s the greater scandal that
barely receives any press in the
west or Israel …
To be sure, it’s hard to ignore
the reality that Israel remains one
of the more corrupt nations in the
developed world. But these are
not Netanyahu’s greatest crimes
by a long shot …
He’s perfected the art of selling
Israeli military expertise, turning
over 50 years of occupation into
a lucrative, global business of
intelligence and surveillance
equipment.
The walls and fences he’s built
around unwanted populations
have been warmly received by
US president Donald Trump,
the European far right and white
nationalists, who admire the
Jewish state’s creation of an
ethno-state.
Even
worse,
Netanyahu
doesn’t mind anti-Semitism if
it’s expressed by his allies; opposing Islam and Muslim refugees, but supporting the Israeli
occupation, are enough to get

The state of Israeli democracy
is parlous. At the April election,
only one in four of the 6.5 million
Palestinians living under various
forms of Israeli rule in occupied
east Jerusalem, the West Bank and
Gaza - or around 24% - have the
legal right to vote.
This leaves American and
diaspora Jews with a dilemma.
When will the love affair with
the Jewish state end - or at least
become so strained that automatic
support isn’t guaranteed?
That moment has arrived,
with some Democrats in the US
increasingly critical of Israeli
policies (though the party
leadership remains a close friend
of the Jewish state). And young
Jews in Europe and the US are
vocal about their disgust with
more than 50 years of Israeli
occupation (notwithstanding the
surging support for nationalist
and pro-Israel policies in many
European nations).
Older Jews are following - as
they should be.
It’s foolish to believe that
the removal of any leader, even
a leader like Netanyahu, will
radically change the political
direction Israel has taken,
descending ever rightward. There
is no leader in Israeli politics today
capable - or willing - to guide
Israel into the warm embrace of
the liberal, Zionist dream of a twostate solution.
This is not to defend or justify
Netanyahu. He’s a corrupt menace
to minorities and human rights, and
must be vigorously opposed and
defeated. But the reason behind
his rise to power and retention of
huge amounts of support is the
more uncomfortable question that
must be answered.
Though Loewenstein is Australian,
not American, there is a growing
number of US Jews who share his
views. The rift with Israel grows
deeper l

Notes
1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_

Jewish_Committee.
2. www.ajcarchives.org/AJC_DATA/Files/508.
PDF (my emphasis).
3. https://tinyurl.com/y56f4w2y.
4. https://tinyurl.com/y4nflfyz; https://tinyurl.com/
y2ocdeez.
5. www.haaretz.com/israel-news/elections/.
premium-racist-and-reprehensible-aipac-slamskahanist-party-backed-by-netanyahu-1.6959858.
6. https://tinyurl.com/y2sa6847.
7. www.haaretz.com/us-news/.premium-ajcchanges-course-denounces-far-right-partycourted-by-netanyahu-1.6959216.
8. https://tinyurl.com/y4nflfyz.
9. https://tinyurl.com/y2ocdeez.
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Moving the cliff edge
Theresa May has kicked the can down the road yet again. Eddie Ford looks at the latest twists and turns

Yvette Cooper - with government support - badly split ERG

S

urprising nobody, Theresa
May did not get her “deal in
the desert” with the European
Council. European leaders show no
sign at all of budging on the Brexit
withdrawal agreement, insisting that
they will not reopen or rewrite the deal
struck with the British government in
November last year - and that nothing
could be formally agreed anyway
before the next EC summit on March
21, just a week before Britain is due
to leave the European Union. So the
Irish backstop remains.
Meanwhile, the extraordinarily
fragile peace, which has just
about been keeping the Tory Party
together after the passing of the
Brady amendment on ‘alternative
arrangements’, appeared to be on
the verge of busting apart - with
May facing a major revolt within
her own party. Under the hothouse
pressure of events, the government
has been busily giving ground. First,
it agreed to protect EU citizens’ rights
in Britain. Then it caved in before
the Cooper-Letwin amendment.
The result was a stunning 50220 in favour of pinning down the
government to parliamentary votes
in the event of a no-deal scenario
(badly splitting the European
Research Group hard Brexiteers).
May had already pre-empted this on
February 27 with her statement - in
effect she conceded to an extension
of article 50 and meanwhile painted
Labour as reneging on its manifesto
pledge to accept the result of the
2016 referendum (the defeat of the
Labour amendment means that the
Parliamentary Labour Party will now
commit itself to campaigning for a
second referendum).

The pressure on May has been
enormous. There had been talk of
mass resignations from the cabinet.
Three cabinet ministers wrote a
joint open letter to the Daily Mail at
the weekend saying Brexit should
be delayed if parliament does not
approve a deal in the coming days
- thus defying government policy
(February 23). Greg Clark, Amber
Rudd and David Gauke wrote that
“there simply will not be time to agree
a deal and complete all the necessary
legislation” before March 29 - only
unicorns believe it will be possible.
A crash-out Brexit, they continued,
would leave Britain “poorer, less
secure and potentially splitting up”.
They also warned the ERG that, if
there is a delay, “they will have noone to blame but themselves”.
Following suit two days later in
another joint letter, once again in the
Mail, ministers Richard Harrington,
Claire Perry and Margot James said
the prime minister must “promise”
that she will rule out no deal, adding
that the UK risked being “swept
over the precipice” in that event.
But, if Theresa May did not give this
promise, it would be in the “national
interest” for them to resign and back
any move to force a delay upon her.
We also discover in the Mail that a
group of 23 Tory dissidents “met
secretly” in the Commons to discuss
how to prevent Britain leaving the
EU without a deal. On the same day,
James, the digital minister, told the
BBC’s Today programme that she
has been “very concerned” about
the way that the prime minister’s
deal is “continuously frustrated” by
parliament - but, if it is not possible
to persuade “enough colleagues”

to get behind that deal, then the
“only option” is to extend article 50.
Equally, she thought, we must rule
out the “catastrophe” of a no-deal
Brexit and, taking a swipe at the
ERG, she added: “For us to leave
with the biggest trade deal we have
got in pursuit of other trade deals that
might take 10 years to negotiate with
far smaller countries is madness.”

Delay

May bowed to the inevitable. By all
accounts there was a stormy cabinet
meeting on the morning before May’s
statement. Apparently both Philip
Hammond and Amber Rudd have said
that any extension of the Brexit talks
must be used “to find a new coalition
in parliament” (The Guardian February
27). This is an extremely interesting
choice of words, hinting at some form
of national government - something this
paper has been warning about for some
time. At the same cabinet meeting, it
seems, Andrea ‘Loathsome’ Leadsom,
the Commons leader, was especially
angered by the decision to offer MPs
a vote on an extension and darkly
suggested some cabinet ministers had
“undermined” May - heaven forbid.
Losing her cool somewhat, treasury
secretary Liz Truss branded those
who expressed their critical views
in the Mail as “kamikaze” ministers.
Capturing the mood, a cabinet source
admitted the delay offer was a “bitter
pill to swallow” - but “ultimately we
felt like we had been left with no other
option”, as just letting people resign in
droves “causes its own party problems
too”.
Anyhow, May’s statement to
parliament unquestionably represents
a shift in the government’s position

over the handling of Brexit, but by
how much is a moot point - plus it
raises more questions than answers.
Principally, what if MPs voted
against both no deal and an article
50 extension - then what? Most
importantly of all, what if there is an
extension to article 50, but we end
up in the same impasse at the end of
that period? In which case, as pointed
out forcefully by Kenneth Clarke, the
cliff edge is just being moved from
March 29 to late May or early June
- Theresa May is merely kicking the
can down the road again.
The defeat of the Labour
amendment is significant (Clarke
alone supported it from the Tory
side). Not because anybody expected
it to pass, but because it puts Labour
in the camp of those demanding a
second referendum and thus opening
up the party to coalition deals with
remainers in other parties (including
the Conservatives). Hence the call
in the Financial Times for “sensible
voices” to come together and do a deal
between themselves that produces
“a new coalition in parliament”, to
use the reported words of Phillip
Hammond and Amber Rudd. A
centre-left/centre-right alliance that
would put nation before party.
Theresa May’s strategy still
appears to be taking it right to the
wire in the hope that enough MPs will
blink at the very last minute and go for
her deal in desperation. Meanwhile,
another plan that has been floated is
the Kylie-Wilson amendment - which
seems to have broad support ranging
from the new Independent Group to
Keir Starmer and John McDonnell.
This would be submitted when the
second ‘meaningful vote’ finally

happens and would allow May’s deal
to pass in the Commons, conditional
upon a second referendum - where
presumably the choice will be
between the prime minister’s deal
and remaining within the EU.
But who knows what the result
will be of any such referendum?
‘Remain’ might not win and
then what? And would business
welcome six more months or so of
uncertainty? Yet again, if May’s
deal was to win out in a referendum,
or even in parliament at the next
‘meaningful ‘vote’, you still have
not Brexited in any proper sense,
as we will not be voting on the final
deal - that is a long way away, if it
ever happens at all. Will it be Brino
(‘Brexit-in-name-only’), Norway,
Norway-plus, Canada-plus-plus, no
deal or something else altogether?
Nobody knows at this point, and,
that being the case, would there
have to be a third referendum on
the final deal? That would have a
certain logic, albeit a crazy one. But
that is the fundamental problem with
referendums, which are a means
of circumventing representative
democracy. After all, the Commons
had a two-thirds or more ‘remain’
majority, yet is supposed to push
through ‘leave’ legislation. The
inevitable result is that many people
will not get the Brexit they wanted.
The ERG and Nigel Farage are never
going to be happy and are always
going to cry ‘Betrayal!’ Having said
that, at the end of the day Farage is
telling the truth - they are going to get
betrayed whatever happens. Brexit
will not mean Brexit l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk
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To the dawn of humanity
Arthur Bough defends his naturalistic reading of Marx’s labour theory of value

I

n his initial response to my
comment in relation to value,
John Bridge began with some
warm words. But his second response
(‘Marx’s theory of value’, January
31) is markedly different in tone - a
reflection of the fact, I fear, that he
has found himself substantially on
the back foot in trying to sustain his
argument.
His response is more like that we
have come to expect from the prime
minister at PMQs. It comprises a very
long, largely irrelevant preamble, a
clumsy attempt at an amalgam, by
which my argument is intended to be
equated with that of Joan Robinson,
and cheap jibes, such as his comment
that I was only given a page to respond
to him by the Weekly Worker editor,
“understandably, given the quality of
his argument”. In fact, the word length
was given to me prior to submitting
the article, and if the quality of the
argument is so poor then it is surprising
that Bridge has had to spend so many
column-inches trying to refute it.
Bridge simply repeats the same
quotes he provided previously,
making the same errors he made
previously, giving a long, largely
irrelevant excursus and still showing
that he neither understands the basis of
Marx’s theory of value, as set out most
extensively in Theories of surplus
value, or the difference between value
and exchange-value. Indeed, Bridge
varies in his definitions throughout
his own argument - at times appearing
to repeat the errors of Paul B Smith
(Letters, January 31), who ridiculously
claims that value is the product only
of “the commodification of labourpower” (ie, that value presupposes
wage-labour, and thereby capitalist
production!).
If that were true, then there could
have been no value during all of that
10,000 years of commodity production
and exchange that preceded capitalism,
discussed by Engels in his supplement
to Capital volume 3. He states: “In a
word: the Marxian law of value holds
generally, as far as economic laws are
valid at all, for the whole period of
simple commodity production - that is,
up to the time when the latter suffers
a modification through the appearance
of the capitalist form of production.”
If, as Bridge suggests, we are
simply to take the words in front of
our noses at their face value, rather
than putting those words in their
overall context, then we would have
to conclude that, far from the concept
of value presupposing wage-labour
and capitalism, as Engels states, the
opposite is true! It is, according to
Engels, the appearance of wage-labour
and the introduction of capitalism that
marks the end of the period during
which the Marxian law of value holds,
and thereby marks the end of the
concept of value! But, of course, that
is not what Engels means here, if we
dig deeper. It is that the introduction
of capitalism marks the end of the
period when commodities exchange in
accordance with their values, because
capitalistically produced commodities
instead sell at prices of production;
and even non-capitalistically produced
commodities sell at prices that are
exchange-values, modified by the
fact that some of their inputs are
capitalistically produced and bought at
their price of production.
Bridge commences his historical
excursus into the nature of value,
in fact, at this very point of the
commencement
of
capitalist
production, and tells us: “Medieval
society was, though, quite incapable
of intellectually comprehending what
common substance united cloth, wine,
glassware, salted fish, furs and spices.”

Law of value in operation?
Yet even a cursory reading of Capital,
or of Engels’ supplement, shows how
ridiculous such a claim is! As Engels
points out, commodity production and
exchange dates back between 7,000
and 10,000 years, and during all that
time “the Marxian law of value holds
generally”. It is during that period that
commodities exchange at their values,
not at prices of production - and how
could that be, unless those producing
and exchanging those commodities
understood the concept of value, as
determined by the expenditure of
labour-time?
The value-form, whose fully
developed shape is the moneyform, is very elementary and simple.
Nevertheless, the human mind has
for more than 2,000 years sought
in vain to get to the bottom of it all.
As Mandel points out in Marxist
economic theory, the formulation of
a labour theory of value dates back
to Plato and Aristotle, and at the
same time Chinese philosophers were
also arriving at similar conclusions,
along with the recognition that
the commodity comprises two
contradictory elements - its use-value
and exchange-value. Marx in his
explanation of the development of
prices of production - also cited by
Engels in the supplement - begins by
going back to these conditions of petty
commodity production to explain that
exchange thereby takes place on the
basis of values determined by labourtime. And Marx makes a similar point
to the one I make in relation to the
fact that value and exchange-value are
two logically different and historically
divergent concepts.
Marx notes: “The exchange of
commodities at their values, or
approximately at their values, thus
requires a much lower stage than
their exchange at their prices of

production, which requires a definite
level of capitalist development ...
Apart from the domination of prices
and price movement by the law of
value, it is quite appropriate to regard
the values of commodities as not only
theoretically, but also historically,
antecedent (prius) to the prices of
production ...
“This agrees also with the
view we expressed previously,
that the evolution of products into
commodities arises through exchange
between different communities, not
between the members of the same
community. It holds not only for
this primitive condition, but also
for subsequent conditions, based on
slavery and serfdom, and for the guild
organisation of handicrafts, so long
as the means of production involved
in each branch of production can be
transferred from one sphere to another
only with difficulty and therefore
the various spheres of production
are related to one another, within
certain limits, as foreign countries or
communist communities.”
The notion that direct production by
peasants only involved the production
of use-values for direct consumption
is itself historically inaccurate, as
Marx sets out. A portion of the peasant
production was indeed produced for
the purpose of exchange, and the
purpose of that exchange, whether
initially under barter or later under
money economy, was to obtain other
commodities/products/use-values for
direct consumption: C-M-C.
Bridge objects to my similar
positing of the logical and historical
differentiation
between
value
and exchange-value. Yet his own
statements defeat his argument.
Having objected to the idea that value
and exchange-value are two logically
and historically separated concepts,

Bridge says: “Value and exchangevalue are closely related concepts.”
But if they are “closely related
concepts” they cannot be the same
concept! And if they are not the same
concept, but closely related, we then
must ask how are they related: which
is contingent on the other? Or, as Marx
puts it, in relation to the exchangevalue and prices of production, which
is historically and logically prius?
Well, to ask the question is to answer
it, because it is quite clear that exchangevalue is a relative measure of value, as
Marx sets out in Capital volume 1,
chapter 3, and this relative measure of
value is only possible because different
products represent different values,
different amounts of labour-time, so
that the value of one can be expressed
as a physical quantity of another. This is
the process whereby these products - as
representatives of value, of labour-time
- begin to be exchanged by nomadic
tribes, and hence begins the process,
via the extension of such trade, of the
development of these products into
commodities, and of their values into
exchange-values.
And Marx himself sets this out: “In
order that this can happen, the values
of the commodities must already be
presupposed. The commodity which
measures as well as that to be measured
must have a third element in common.
In the second case, this identity itself
is first established; later it is expressed
in the price - either money price or any
other price.”
But I have already spent too much
time dealing with these basic errors
of understanding of Marx’s theory,
and could never have enough time
or space here to deal with the vast
number of other errors, inaccuracies
and misconceptions contained in
John’s response. I will leave that fuller
response to my own blog l

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It
is the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism–a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
The Weekly Worker is licensed by
November Publications under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial
4.0 International Licence: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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A classic
case of CIA
subversion

US tightens the noose
Why is Juan Guaidó still at liberty? Paul Demarty diagnoses the lack of revolutionary backbone

L

et us do a little thought experiment.
Imagine that, tomorrow morning,
Jeremy Corbyn calls a press
conference. At that conference, he
declares himself - in the light of the
total inability of the May administration
to govern - prime minister. When
Her Majesty declines to offer him
the job formally, he demands that the
government of (why not?) Russia
militarily intervene to place him in the
top job.
What would happen to Islington’s
best-known allotment keeper? We
probably have an idea - he would be
hurled in jail. This is a rather better
outcome than would have awaited
him as late as the 19th century, where
those convicted of high treason were
hung, drawn and quartered; or even
of William ‘Lord Haw-Haw’ Joyce,
the last person to be so convicted, who
was hanged after the war. But, suffice
it to say, our would-be PM would find
himself separated from his crop of
runner beans for a goodly long time.
Why in the name of god, then, is
Juan Guaidó at liberty? Having declared
himself president, he set himself
openly on the path of overthrowing
the Venezuelan constitution, taking a
country already under severe economic
pressure further into crisis. Though the
gambit has yet to succeed fully, he has
at least accomplished a great feat in
bringing hostile foreign powers back
into actively pursuing the overthrow
of the ‘Bolivarian’ regime. Donald
Trump and his flunkies are busy tying
a noose for Nicolás Maduro; Guaidó
cheers them on, enthusiastically and
obsequiously. By rights, he should be
in the filthiest oubliette in Caracas.
What has been set in motion,
then, is so much a textbook CIA/
state department operation that it is
almost enough to make one nostalgic.
The target regime is first destabilised;
economic chaos leads to riots;
opposition parties become more hostile;
the story ends, very often, with the
army stepping in to form a government
of ‘national salvation’.
We continue to work our way
through the gears, then. A new
flashpoint was reached with the
supposed aid convoys that piled up on
Venezuela’s borders with neighbouring
hostile regimes, especially Colombia
- whose government is the ‘peaceful’
offspring of the brutal rightwing
paramilitary forces who fought the
FARC leftwing guerrillas in that
country’s civil war - and Brazil, whose
new president, Jair Bolsonaro, should
need no introduction. The aid, needless
to say, was pure provocation; it is very
hard to take mewling about food and
medical shortages seriously when it
comes from the same quarters that
have engineered the problem through
sanctions. Certainly that was the
attitude of the Venezuelan government,
which blockaded the convoys.
An extra note of absurdity was
added to the proceedings by the bearded
British parasite, Richard Branson,
who decided he would have a charity
pop concert on the Colombian side of
the border; this was not quite so well
attended as advertised, but did provide
a convenient meeting spot for the

Juan Guaidó: calling for US invasion
representatives of various concerned
regional powers - and Guaidó, of course
- to conspire at the underlying aim. The
pretend-president met Mike Pence,
Trump’s deputy, on February 25: the
inevitable result was fresh sanctions,
but no military intervention … for now.
Nevertheless, Pence continued to insist
- even as regional and international
allies grew uneasy about military
intervention - that “no options are off
the table”.
Fresh sanctions, of course, mean
fresh suffering. Just about the only
authentic thing about those aid convoys
is that the need is genuine. Hundreds
of thousands of people are abandoning
the country; that few get farther afield
than Colombia tells us that we are not
merely talking about the middle classes
here, who have always contained
a violently anti-Chávez and antiMaduro element, but people driven to
destitution, as the economic situation
deteriorates. Guaidó’s bromides about
liberty, democracy and patriotism are
thus especially disgusting - this selfappointed national saviour connives at
starving his own people out, until they
see the wisdom of choosing him to
govern them.
Which brings us back to the question
of Guaidó’s freedom, and Maduro’s
prima facie insane refusal to order his
arrest. For an answer, we may look to

Guaidó’s speeches as the aid-convoy
provocation played out on Saturday:
“How many of you national guardsmen
have a sick mother? How many have
kids in school without food?” he
said, standing in front of the piles of
medicine and food kindly provided by
the Unites States in the service of his
political ambitions. And there’s the rub
- the critical failure of the coup attempt
is the absence of that most important of
factors in a successful coup - a section
of the military.
So far, the Venezuelan army has not
challenged the Chávista project and - by
extension - Maduro. But Maduro has not
pushed his luck here. Though there were
skirmishes between the security forces
and rightist protestors on February 23
- skirmishes leaving a few people dead
- there has not been a concerted effort
to bring the situation under control by
force. With the opposition boycotting
elections and resorting to open sabotage,
we are already in a situation where
matters can only be settled by force
or the threat of it. Either Maduro must
be scared into resigning, or Guaidó
must be scared into returning to ‘loyal’
opposition, or one or the other must be
thrown in jail (or worse).
The fact that Maduro is shy of using
force suggests fear on his part, and the
one thing he has to fear is the possibility
that the military’s loyalty will crack at
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accusations and inveterate ‘remainism’
- is that Jeremy Corbyn has not joined
Team Guaidó. These ‘moderates’ are,
at best, dangerously cavalier about the
possibility of a Venezuelan Pinochet
regime, which ought to factor into any
evaluation of their supposed moral
courage.
Beyond the total reliance of the
‘Bolivarian revolution’ on the goodwill
of its military forces - albeit a military
remade in Chávez’s image - the other
lesson of this whole disaster is that the
United States is in no immediate danger
of losing its global hegemony. Western
media mutter darkly about Maduro
being propped up by the Russians and
Chinese; but if that is the case they are
obviously doing a terrible job. This is
hardly surprising: in spite of the quite
real competition between the US and
these states, both are reliant on access
to the global financial and commodities
markets. America has the global
reserve currency; and it has control,
via its decreasingly hinged servants
in Riyadh, of the oil taps. In the face
of this, ‘Bolivarian’ Venezuela’s
international sponsors are reduced to
watching the beating from afar.
Donald Trump need pay them no
mind, as he decides whether to deploy
troops l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk
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some point. The Guaidó camp has
exhibited great triumphalism at military
defectors - way out of proportion to
their trivial numbers and importance;
but, for each one of them, there must
be many more considering their
positions, with sick mothers perhaps,
or hungry children. Thus Guaidó
needles at the edges of their discipline.
Presumably the same worry prevents
him from ordering the aid to be let in
and confiscated immediately, with
a detachment of guards walking the
Yankees back to the border. Possession
of large caches of aid will be useful to
anyone who wants to play at politics,
including national guard officers, junior
and senior.
We know what lies at the end of
this road, should it be taken - the old
story, of Mossadegh and the shah in
Iran, Allende and Pinochet in Chile,
and countless other examples. The last
stage of our textbook CIA operation
is the least pleasant, and military
coups shall inevitably be followed
by beatings, torture and butchery. We
are, in this country, currently watching
Blairite creeps detach themselves
from the Labour Party to avoid the
humiliation of deselection - hopefully
to wind up in some morally bankrupt
regroupment of the ‘centre’. One of
the chosen grounds for such traitors to
walk - along with bogus anti-Semitism
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